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SUMMARY5

The two main causes of global-scale secular deformation of the Earth are tectonic plate motion6

and Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA). We create a bespoke global 3D GNSS surface veloc-7

ity field “NCL20” to investigate tectonic plate motion and the effect of GIA on plate motion8

models (PMMs), drawing on a set of 1D and 3D GIA model predictions. The main motivation9

for creating NCL20 is to include a larger number of GNSS sites in the most GIA-affected ar-10

eas of investigation, namely North America, Europe, and Antarctica. We do this using the IGS11

repro2 data and other similarly processed GNSS datasets. Our final GNSS velocity field has12

horizontal uncertainties mostly within ±0.5 mm/yr and vertical uncertainties mostly within13

±1 mm/yr (at 95% confidence), which make it suitable for testing GIA models. We generate14

a suite of 117 global GIA model predictions by combining three different ice history models15

(ICE-5G, ICE-6G and W12) with a range of 1D and 3D Earth models. By subtracting this16

ensemble from the GNSS velocity field, we identify and compare a range of PMMs which17

are expected to be unaffected by GIA. Our method allows us to include GNSS sites that are18

typically excluded from PMM estimations due to their location in GIA-affected regions. We19

demonstrate that significant GIA-related horizontal motion outside of the rapidly-uplifting re-20

gions may bias PMMs if left uncorrected. Based on their ability to explain the observed surface21

velocity field, a group of best-performing GIA models is selected for three regions of interest:22
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North America, Europe, and Antarctica. The range of GIA predictions in each best-performing23

group is assumed to represent the uncertainty in regional GIA modelling insofar as it can be24

constrained by present-day geodetic velocities. In the horizontal component, we note that 3D25

GIA models show more variation in the direction of predicted velocities than 1D GIA models,26

confirming that horizontal velocities are strongly sensitive to lateral variations in Earth struc-27

ture. Furthermore, for Antarctica the variation in predicted GIA vertical velocities suggests28

that the total GIA contribution to annual gravimetric mass change ranges from -3 Gt/yr to 2329

Gt/yr depending on which of the best-performing GIA models is used.30

Key words: plate motions – satellite geodesy – time series analysis – reference systems –31

intra-plate processes.32

1 INTRODUCTION33

Globally, the dominant secular processes causing surface deformation are tectonic plate motion34

and glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA; defined here as the response of the solid Earth to past ice and35

ocean surface mass load change) (Karato 2008). Quantifying and modelling crustal deformation at36

local to global scales improves our understanding of the underlying processes, e.g. seismic activity,37

polar motion, tectonics (Lowrie 2007). The advent of space geodesy has contributed substantially38

to studies of crustal deformation (Bock & Melgar 2016).39

A measurement can only be as accurate as the realization of the coordinate system it is ex-40

pressed in. Consequently, a high-quality terrestrial reference frame is crucial for constraining41

processes such as GIA and plate tectonics that take place on the millimetre/year scale (Plag &42

Pearlman 2009). Global space-geodetic networks provide geocentric site coordinates for specific43

epochs as well as site velocities. Individual network solutions are combined to form the integral44

part of the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF). ITRF2014 (Altamimi et al. 2016)45

is the most recent ITRF. Besides using a longer time-span of measurements than the previous46

ITRFs, ITRF2014 incorporates data from the International GNSS Service (IGS) second reprocess-47

ing campaign (repro2), a full reanalysis of GNSS data collected since 1994, which provides a more48

extensive and accurate dataset of surface velocities than previously. ITRF2014 takes into consid-49
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eration annual and semi-annual signals as well as providing post-seismic deformation models for50

sites affected by earthquakes. It is therefore the most accurate ITRF to date.51

Horizontal velocities derived from global space-geodetic networks mainly reflect tectonic plate52

motion (Torge & Müller 2012). The earliest plate motion models (PMMs), such as those developed53

by Chase (1978) and Minster & Jordan (1978), used geophysical and geological data. Other models54

based on geological/geophysical data include NUVEL-1 (DeMets et al. 1990) and its updated55

version NUVEL-1A (DeMets et al. 1994), PB2002 (Bird 2003), and MORVEL (DeMets et al.56

2010), and they use, e.g. ocean floor magnetic anomalies, transform fault azimuths, earthquake slip57

vectors, to estimate the motion of the plates (Bastos et al. 2010). More recently, the development58

of space-geodetic techniques and systems has made it possible to construct PMMs from geodetic59

observations alone (e.g. Larson et al. (1997), Lavallée (2000), Argus et al. (2010), Altamimi et al.60

(2012), Booker et al. (2014), Altamimi et al. (2017)).61

Geodetic plate motion models (PMMs) describe the motion of a set of rigid plates rotating62

on Earth’s surface. It is assumed that the plates are capable of transmitting stresses over long63

horizontal distances without distorting and that relative motion between plates is taken up only64

along plate boundaries (Fowler 2005). Therefore, observations of horizontal motion corrected for65

plate motion should allow testing of whether tectonic plates are rigid, assuming no other large-66

scale processes are operating. However, in current and former glaciated regions, GIA causes long67

wavelength vertical and horizontal movement of Earth’s surface, which must be accounted for68

when investigating plate rigidity. Models of GIA are typically tuned to fit evidence for past vertical69

motion, as determined from historical relative sea-level data (e.g. Whitehouse 2009), and they70

may additionally be tuned to fit GNSS-derived present-day vertical rates (e.g. Peltier et al. 2015).71

Recently, Coulson et al. (2021) have highlighted the importance of considering the horizontal72

GNSS velocity field when studying the solid Earth response to surface mass change. They quantify73

the signal associated with contemporary mass change, which we account for when we assess74

GNSS velocities across Antarctica, but our primary focus is on the horizontal GIA signal, which75

is typically an order of magnitude greater than the signal studied by Coulson et al. (2021). GNSS-76

derived horizontal rates have not traditionally been used to tune GIA models, primarily because77
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the presence of lateral Earth structure is known to significantly influence horizontal GIA rates78

(Kaufmann et al. 2005). Most GIA models (so-called 1D GIA models) do not account for lateral79

Earth structure, but the recent development of GIA models that do (so-called 3D GIA models)80

opens up the possibility of using GNSS-derived horizontal velocities to provide novel insight into81

GIA.82

Horizontal GIA motion can be partially absorbed into a plate-fixed regional reference frame or83

PMMs determined from space-geodetic techniques (Plag et al. 2002; Kierulf et al. 2003), resulting84

in inaccurate regional reference frames or PMMs. Métivier et al. (2020) compare vertical GNSS85

velocities from different ITRF realizations with a set of recent 1D GIA models, but refrain from86

analysing the horizontal velocities due to possible contamination of the plate motion models by87

insufficiently known GIA signals. King et al. (2015) conclude that regardless of the fact that the88

horizontal GIA signal is usually small compared to plate motion, not considering GIA when esti-89

mating plate motion may introduce biases. This supports the conclusions of Klemann et al. (2008),90

who find that the magnitude of the GIA signal is sufficient to influence the accuracy of the plate91

motions determined by precise GNSS observations.92

The issue of how to account for GIA-related horizontal deformation when constructing PMMs93

poses a significant challenge. The ITRF2008 plate motion model (ITRF2008 PMM, Altamimi94

et al. (2012)) is a geodetic plate motion model aligned to the ITRF2008 reference frame (Al-95

tamimi et al. 2011). In creating the ITRF2008 PMM, Altamimi et al. (2012) attempted to cor-96

rect the network velocities for GIA before estimating plate models by using GIA model output97

from Schotman & Vermeersen (2005), who combined the ICE-5G ice model with Earth models98

VM2 and VM4 (Peltier 2004). Corrections were applied to the three plates most affected by GIA:99

Antarctic, Eurasian and North American. However, Altamimi et al. (2012) concluded that using100

these GIA models did not significantly improve the fit of the PMM to the observed velocities101

and consequently, no GIA correction was applied when producing the final ITRF2008 PMM. The102

ITRF2014 PMM is a successor to the ITRF2008 PMM, consistent with the ITRF2014 reference103

frame (Altamimi et al. 2017). Similarly to the ITRF2008 PMM, no GIA correction was applied,104

and instead sites used for PMM estimation were chosen based on several criteria, one of which105
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was that they must be located far from GIA-affected regions. Altamimi et al. (2017) satisfy this106

condition by excluding sites with vertical GIA velocities ≥0.75 mm/yr, as predicted by the Aus-107

tralian National University GIA model of Lambeck et al. (2014, 2017). Sites in Antarctica were108

retained regardless of this condition, in order to be able to estimate Antarctic plate motion and109

because their tests suggested that the Euler pole of the Antarctic plate could only marginally be110

biased by GIA effects. Altamimi et al. (2017) did not use predictions of GIA-related horizontal111

motion to select which sites would be excluded, but state that far from GIA regions, horizontal112

velocities due to GIA of up to 3-4 mm/yr may be found.113

In this paper, we create a bespoke GNSS velocity field “NCL20” and use it in combination with114

GIA model predictions to estimate PMMs. Unlike the ITRF PMM approach, we do not exclude115

sites in GIA regions but instead use GIA model predictions to mitigate the influence of GIA on116

the PMM estimate. A similar approach was taken by Booker et al. (2014) who created a global117

GNSS velocity field from IGS repro1 GNSS solutions and corrected it using two 1D GIA models118

before estimating plate motion. We use a much larger suite of GIA models than either Booker et al.119

(2014) or Altamimi et al. (2012), and include 3D GIA models. GIA vertical motion is expected120

to be greatest in the centre of the former ice sheets, whereas the largest horizontal velocities are121

expected in peripheral bulge regions (King et al. 2010). An approach that excludes sites in the area122

of large vertical velocities might introduce bias by retaining sites in peripheral bulge regions that123

have small GIA-related vertical velocities but relatively large GIA-related horizontal velocities.124

The difficulty of defining robust criteria to identify sites affected by GIA motivates our approach.125

Our rigorous consideration of horizontal motion due to GIA should improve the estimation of126

PMMs.127

The primary aim of our study is to investigate the effect of GIA on a PMM estimate. A sec-128

ondary aim is to identify the suite of GIA model predictions that minimizes the magnitude of the129

residual velocity field, that is, the velocity field that remains after subtracting a GIA model and its130

respective PMM from NCL20. Our GNSS surface velocity field and PMMs are global but we focus131

additionally on three regions affected by GIA – Europe, North America and Antarctica. Antarctica132
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is still largely covered with ice sheets and therefore, in addition to GIA effects, there we account133

for the elastic response to present-day ice mass changes.134

In section 2 we present the datasets used in this paper, the GNSS daily position networks,135

and the set of 1D and 3D models used to estimate GIA. Section 3 and Appendix A describe the136

methodology of combining GNSS networks, obtaining the velocity field from time series of daily137

position networks, and refinements to the velocity field. Further, section 3 provides the method for138

creating the geodetic PMMs and computing the residual velocity field. In section 4, we present our139

results, including the NCL20 GNSS velocity field and the comparison of PMMs created using a140

range of 1D and 3D GIA models. In section 4.1 we present and compare the PMMs. In section 4.2141

we investigate the range of GIA model predictions that are compatible with NCL20, and assess the142

fit of the models to the plate-motion-corrected GNSS velocity field, focusing on horizontal GIA143

velocities. In sections 5 and 6 we discuss and conclude our results, respectively.144

2 DATASETS145

2.1 Input GNSS solutions146

We created a global GNSS network solution by combining epoch solutions from global and re-147

gional Analysis Centres (ACs). These solutions are published as daily site coordinate network so-148

lutions which include site position coordinates with their standard deviations and the correlations149

between sites and coordinate components. The global and regional solutions are listed in Fig. A1150

in Appendix A. Solutions COD, EMR, ESA, GFZ, GRG, JPL, MIT and SIO are global solutions151

provided by the IGS ACs, see Table A1. NMT (North America) and ANT (Antarctica) are re-152

gional solutions provided by New Mexico Tech as part of the Plate Boundary Observation project153

(ftp://data-out.unavco.org/pub/products/sinex/). The Fennoscandian and Baltic regional solutions,154

denoted as BAL (Baltic), FIN (Finland), NOR (Norway) and SWE (Sweden), were provided by155

Halfdan P. Kierulf (personal communication (2019) and Kierulf et al. (2021)). The EUREF (Euro-156

pean Permanent GNSS Network, http://www.epncb.oma.be/) provides regional solutions for Eu-157

rope (EUR).158
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2.2 GIA models159

We generated a suite of GIA model predictions by combining three different ice models, ICE-5G160

(Peltier 2004), ICE-6G (Peltier et al. 2015) and W12 (Whitehouse et al. 2012), with a range of 1D161

and 3D Earth models. Model predictions are referred to as ‘1D’ or ‘3D’, depending on the type of162

Earth model used.163

The 1D GIA model predictions were produced using a model that solves the sea-level equation164

using the approach outlined in Mitrovica et al. (2001); Mitrovica & Milne (2003); Kendall et al.165

(2005). The model accounts for rotational feedback and shoreline migration. The Earth models in166

the 1D case assume a spherically symmetric, self-gravitating Earth with an elastic lithosphere of167

uniform thickness and a viscoelastic mantle with linear viscosity. The elastic structure is given by168

the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM, Dziewonski & Anderson (1981)). We use three169

different values of lithosphere thickness: 71 km, 96 km and 120 km. The mantle is divided into170

the upper and lower mantle. Choices for upper mantle viscosity, ηUM , are 0.3 × 1021 Pa s, 0.5171

× 1021 Pa s or 0.8 × 1021 Pa s and choices for lower mantle viscosity, ηLM , are 5 × 1021 Pa s,172

10 × 1021 Pa s or 20 × 1021 Pa s. Combining these parameter choices with the three ice models173

yields 81 different 1D GIA model predictions. We use a model-naming convention that reflects174

the ice model, lithosphere thickness, and upper and lower mantle viscosity (quoted as a multiple175

of 1021 Pa s, with ’p’ representing a decimal point) used to generate the model prediction, e.g. a176

combination of ICE-5G with 120 km lithosphere thickness, 0.5 × 1021 Pa s ηUM and 10 × 1021177

Pa s ηLM is denoted as 5G 120p510.178

A finite element approach was used to generate the 3D GIA model predictions, as described in179

van der Wal et al. (2013). The approach does not account for rotational feedback, which generates a180

long wavelength signal that would be similar for all models tested here due to our use of a common181

viscosity profile below 400 km (King et al. 2015). The coherence of the rotational feedback signal182

on small spatial scales means that it may be mistaken for plate motion if not robustly accounted183

for, but the small magnitude of the signal (up to ∼0.5 mm/yr; Mitrovica et al. (2001)) means184

that it will have a relatively minor effect on our PMM solutions. For the largest plates, failure185

to accurately account for rotational feedback may lead to a component of intraplate deformation186
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being retained in the velocity field, which makes it more challenging to fit a plate model. The187

horizontal resolution of our global finite element grid is 2◦. We do not account for plate boundaries188

and, beneath a 35 km-thick elastic crust, five layers of elements represent the lithosphere and189

upper mantle: 35-70 km, 70-120 km, 120-170 km, 170-230 km and 230-400 km, with lithospheric190

behaviour implied by the material properties defined in relevant elements. Unlike the 1D GIA191

model described above, which assumes linear (Newtonian) rheology, our 3D GIA model adopts192

a non-linear, power law rheology in which effective viscosity depends on stress, reflecting the193

results of laboratory deformation experiments designed to investigate stress-strain-rate relations194

in the mantle (Karato 2008). In addition to stress, effective viscosity depends on the composition,195

grain size, water content, and temperature of the mantle (Hirth & Kohlstedt 2003). All our elements196

are assumed to have the same chemical composition, we use global grain sizes of 1, 4 and 10 mm,197

and mantle water content is varied globally between a wet (1000 ppm H2O) and a dry state. These198

properties likely vary with depth and laterally, but further work is needed to understand how to199

assign 3D variations on a global scale. Previous work (van der Wal et al. 2013) suggests the200

global values we adopt sufficiently cover the parameter space. Within our 3D GIA model, spatial201

variations in viscosity arise due to spatial variations in stress (in response to surface loading) and202

the fact that we assign a different temperature value to each element of the finite element grid.203

These temperature variations are derived from seismic velocity models SL (Schaeffer & Lebedev204

2013) and S40RTS (Ritsema et al. 2011) following the methods in van der Wal et al. (2013).205

Below 400 km, a 1D temperature profile is adopted, reflecting the decreased amplitude of seismic206

velocity anomalies at greater depths and the lower sensitivity of regional GIA model predictions207

to the details of viscosity at these depths. Combining our parameter choices with the three ice208

models yields 36 different 3D GIA model predictions. We use a naming convention that reflects209

the ice model, seismic velocity model, water content, and grain size used to generate the model210

prediction, e.g. 6G S wet 10mm (we use ’S’ to refer to the S40RTS model).211

Due to the different approaches used to define the 1D and 3D Earth models, it is not straight-212

forward to identify matching properties of 1D and 3D GIA models. Within the 3D models, lower213

viscosities are typically associated with a smaller grain size, higher mantle temperature, or higher214
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mantle water content while higher viscosities are associated with a larger grain size, lower mantle215

temperature, or lower mantle water content.216

The 1D and 3D GIA models described above are not expressed in the same reference frame,217

which we take into consideration when estimating the PMMs (section 3.2) and computing the218

residual velocity field (section 3.3). The 1D models are expressed in the centre of mass of the solid219

Earth (CE = Centre of mass of the entire Earth system, see e.g. Blewitt (2003)) and the 3D models220

are expressed in a reference frame with its origin at the centre of mass of the finite element model,221

which we denote CFEM. In addition, the 1D models are compressible whereas the 3D models222

are incompressible. Neglecting compressibility in the 3D models will lead to small biases in the223

estimation of horizontal velocities in both the near and far field (Tanaka et al. 2011). However, this224

does not affect our overall conclusions because our aim is to explore the parameter space of GIA225

model predictions as widely as possible, in order to better understand the likely impact of GIA on226

PMMs.227

Three independent ice models were used to generate the GIA model predictions. ICE-5G and228

ICE-6G are global ice models from the ICE-x series that have been developed for use within GIA229

models. The ICE-x models are based on dated observations of ice-sheet margins and records of230

past sea level. ICE-5G was developed in conjunction with the VM2 (viscosity model 2) Earth231

model, resulting in the GIA model ICE-5G VM2 (Peltier 2004). ICE-6G was developed in con-232

junction with the VM5a Earth model, resulting in the ICE-6G C (VM5a) GIA model (Peltier et al.233

2015). Radial viscosity profiles VM2 and VM5a are similar, but VM2 has a greater number of234

layers. It should be noted that ICE-5G and ICE-6G were tuned in conjunction with their respective235

Earth models to fit vertical GPS measurements and records of past sea-level change, i.e. they were236

developed assuming a 1D Earth model. W12 (Whitehouse et al. 2012) is a model of ice sheet his-237

tory for Antarctica which is combined with the northern hemisphere component of ICE-5G for the238

purpose of generating global GIA predictions. Unlike the ICE-x series, the W12 ice sheet history239

for Antarctica was not tuned by seeking to fit observations that jointly depend on ice history and240

Earth rheology. Instead, it was tuned to fit an extensive data base of geological and glaciologi-241
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cal data relating to past ice extent, with the overall geometry of the ice sheet determined using a242

numerical ice sheet model.243

3 METHODOLOGY244

We start from the assumption that observed motion at GNSS sites consists of rigid plate motion,245

GIA-induced motion and other lesser present-day motions (e.g. due to local tectonics, hydrology,246

recent or contemporary ice melt - the latter is accounted for at Antarctic sites) which we denote247

residual secular motion, i.e.248

Ẋ = Ẋplate motion + ẊGIA + Ẋresidual (1)249

In order to calculate PMMs that take GIA into account we created a GNSS surface velocity field250

(Appendix A) and removed a suite of GIA model predictions. The resulting velocity fields were251

used to determine a suite of plate motion models. Figure 1 summarises our method.252

3.1 Creating the GNSS velocity field253

The GNSS epoch solutions (cf. section 2.1) are combined and aligned to the final reference frame254

on a daily level. For each day in the time series, we combined multiple global epoch solutions255

(Table A1 and Figure A1 top) into a unique (combined) global epoch solution of high stability.256

We aligned each combined global daily solution to the most recent ITRF2014 reference frame.257

Additionally, several regional network solutions (Figure A1 bottom) were aligned to the unique258

global solutions (cf. section A2.2). The GNSS solutions we used were processed with the latest259

available methods and models at the time: all the global and regional solutions adhere to IGS260

repro2 standards. Every network solution gives standard deviations of site position coordinates and261

the correlations between the network sites. Throughout the network combination and alignment262

process, we detect and handle outliers using the Tanya software (Davies & Blewitt 2000; Lavallée263

2000; Booker et al. 2014). Tanya is a reference frame combination software (see section A2) which264

we updated to facilitate changes in the network combination method and ITRF. The described265

process has been carried out for each day in the time series (from year 1996 to 2017, i.e. from GPS266
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Daily network position
solutions from multiple ACs

Combined daily position solutions
aligned to ITRF2014

Compute time series
of coordinate differences

in ENU

Exclude sites
in high tectonic

strain areas

Exclude sites
with high position

uncertainties

Exclude records of large
coordinate differences from

the time series

MIDAS
trend estimator

Site coordinates
+linear velocities

Exclude sites which
show anomalous or
non-secular motion

Site coordinates + final
GNSS velocity field NCL20

Plate motion model estimate

GNSS - GIA

Plate motion model estimate

Plate motion model Plate motion models

GNSS velocity - plate velocity GNSS velocity - plate velocity - GIA

Residual velocity field
Residual velocity field
for each GIA model

A1 and A2

A3

A4

3.2.

3.3.

Figure 1. From GNSS network positions to the residual velocity fields. Numbers denote paper sections
dealing with the respective step in the process.

week 900 to 1933). Finally, the resulting time series of GNSS position coordinates in a united267

reference frame was used to estimate linear velocities (section A3). The sites selected through268

multiple steps of quality control constitute the final GNSS surface velocity field which we denote269

NCL20. The details of creating the velocity field are presented in Appendix A.270
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3.2 Plate motion model estimation271

3.2.1 Mathematical model272

The motion of the (rigid) plates on the Earth is described by Euler’s rotation theorem. In geocentric273

Cartesian coordinates, an Euler pole and its rotation rate are defined by a 3×1 vector known as the274

Euler vector. The Euler vector Ωp = [ωx ωy ωz]
T of a plate p is275

Ωp = ωpep, (2)276

where ωp is the rotation rate and ep is the unit vector along the Euler pole’s rotation axis.277

The plate velocity Ẋi of a site at position Xi on plate p with rotation described by the absolute278

Euler vector Ωp is given by:279

Ẋi = Ωp ×Xi (3)280

A plate motion model (PMM) can be estimated using least-squares adjustment from observed site281

velocities. When estimating all Euler vectors together from a global velocity field (i.e. estimating282

a global PMM), we build on the following functional model:283

Ẋobs = Ω×X + ν (4)284

where X and Ẋobs are the vectors of site positions and observed site velocities, respectively, and285

Ω contains Euler vectors for all plates in the estimation (those which have enough GNSS sites).286

Vector ν represents the residuals of the PMM estimation. The GNSS velocity field we have created287

is aligned to the ITRF2014 reference frame (section A2.2), thus satisfying the No-Net-Rotation288

(NNR) condition and allowing us to estimate an absolute PMM in this reference frame. PMM289

estimation and outlier detection was carried out using geocentric Cartesian coordinates, expressing290

velocities and PMMs in the ITRF2014 reference frame. Hence, when estimating a global PMM291

from velocities on multiple plates it was possible to estimate the translational velocity vector of292

the centre around which the plates rotate with respect to the geocentre of the ITRF2014-aligned293

GNSS velocity field. We denote this vector as “geocentre origin rate bias” β, in accordance with294
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Altamimi et al. (2017), and extend our functional model as follows:295

Ẋobs = Ω×X + β + ν (5)296

Equation (5) describes the plate motion model that is estimated if no correction is made for GIA.297

We refer to this as the GNSS-only PMM. However, we also seek to estimate PMMs that are298

unaffected by GIA motion, in which case we followed an approach similar to Booker et al. (2014),299

where GIA velocity predictions for each GIA model j are subtracted from the GNSS velocities300

prior to PMM estimation, according to:301

Ẋobs − ẊGIAj = Ẋcorrj = Ωj ×X + βj + ν ′ (6)302

Note that the 1D GIA model predictions are expressed in the centre of mass of the solid Earth303

(CE), ẊGIA ≡ ẊGIA[CE] (omitting the GIA model index j for clarity), while the 3D GIA model304

predictions are expressed in a reference frame that assumes no centre of mass motion (CFEM),305

ẊGIA ≡ ẊGIA[CFEM ]. The GNSS velocities are expressed in the centre of mass of the whole Earth306

system (CM), Ẋobs ≡ Ẋobs[CM ]. In the following we let CG represent the GIA model frame which307

is either CE (for 1D GIA models) or CFEM (for 3D GIA models), and write ẊGIA ≡ Ẋ
GIA[CG]
i .308

Thus, site velocities corrected for GIA can be written as309

Ẋcorr[CM ] = Ẋobs[CM ] − ẊGIA[CG] − vCG−CM , (7)310

where vCG−CM is the velocity of CG with respect to CM. Considering equations (6) and (7), we311

may write:312

Ẋobs[CM ] − ẊGIA[CG] = Ω×X + β + vCG−CM + ν ′ (8)313

Since vCG−CM is functionally inseparable from β, we form β′ = β + vCG−CM and finally obtain:314

Ẋcorr[CM ] = Ω×X + β′ + ν ′ (9)315

for each GIA model j (index omitted). The resulting parameter vector in the least-squares estimate316

consists of Euler vectors Ωp for each plate p, and the global velocity vector β′.317
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The uncertainties of the PMM were propagated from the uncertainties of the input GNSS318

velocities (variances for each Cartesian component and covariances between the components)319

through the least-squares adjustment. The Euler pole of each plate (pole longitude Λp and lati-320

tude Φp) and its rotation rate ωp were computed from the Euler vector Ωp using the inverse form321

of Eq. (2):322

ωp =
√

ω2
x + ω2

y + ω2
z (10)323

Λp = arcsinωz (11)324

Φp = arctan
ωx

ωy

(12)325

326

The uncertainties of Λp, Φp and ωp were obtained through error propagation from the uncertainties327

of the Euler vector.328

3.2.2 Geocentre motion329

The motion of CG (reference frame origin of a specific GIA model) with respect to CM together330

with the geocentre origin rate bias constitute the global term β′ which is obtained in the PMM331

estimate for each GIA model according to Eq. (9). Each GIA model is expressed in a reference332

frame with an origin in its own realization of CE (1D GIA models) or its own realization of CFEM333

(3D GIA models) and it is therefore expected that β′ will vary depending on the GIA model (cf.334

4.1).335

Schumacher et al. (2018) and King et al. (2012b) estimate the origin translations between their336

GPS datasets and GIA models, and use them to correct vertical GIA velocities following the ap-337

proach of King et al. (2012b). These studies only considered vertical GNSS and GIA velocities.338

In our study, where horizontal velocities are also taken into consideration, vCG−CM and the origin339

rate bias are estimated together for each PMM estimate and used to correct the vertical and hor-340

izontal observed velocities when computing the residual velocity fields. It is inconsequential that341

the term β′ is estimated as a single value since the geocentre origin rate bias and vCG−CM are not342

needed separately; as a sum, the term β′ is relevant for accurate computation of residual velocities.343

Taking into consideration the differences between reference frame origins of the model and data344
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velocities and taking into consideration the rate of the centre around which the plates rotate, the345

residuals are ultimately expressed in the desired reference frame of the GNSS velocities.346

3.2.3 Outliers347

The plate motion models are estimated from all three coordinate components and were first esti-348

mated for each plate separately, iteratively excluding outliers. First, a global Chi-square test with349

“standard” 95% probability is performed on the system of equations of a plate, and if the test fails,350

we search for outliers with multiple Student’s t-test (Koch 1999). If an outlier is present among351

observations, least-squares distributes the error broadly over all the residuals, making the outlier352

difficult to detect, in addition to the fact that the assumption that the observations follow a Gaussian353

distribution becomes invalid. Thus, an outlier ∇i is estimated sequentially for each observation i,354

i.e. each velocity component of all sites, with the advantage that the introduction of the outlier will355

not affect the estimated parameters. A statistical outlier test is obtained when the null hypothesis356

H0 : ∇i = 0 is tested against the alternative hypothesis H1 : ∇i ̸= 0. Using the estimated standard357

deviation of the outlier σ∇i
, the t statistic is given by358

t =
∇i

σ∇i

∼ tn−e−1, (13)359

with n being the number of observations and e the number of unknown parameters. H0 is rejected360

if |t| > tn−e−1,1−α/2, where α is the significance level for each individual test. In multiple testing,361

the chance of making a Type I error increases (i.e., the false rejection of H0), which is here com-362

pensated by setting α = 1− (1− αtot)
1/(n−e), where αtot = 0.05 is the desired overall significance363

level (Šidák 1967; Teunissen 2017). If an individual measurement record, i.e. velocity component,364

is rejected, all three velocity components of the site are rejected before the next iteration of the365

PMM estimation. Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information shows the sites that were rejected when366

seeking to determine the PMM for the GNSS-only velocity field (no GIA model correction). After367

the removal of outliers for each plate, a global PMM is estimated for all plates together without368

using any of the rejected sites. Note that these sites have not been excluded from the surface ve-369
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locity field altogether (they are still considered when computing residuals, see section 3.3.1); they370

are only excluded in the PMM estimation associated with a specific GIA model.371

When estimating a PMM that accounts for GIA, the only difference to the GNSS-only case is372

that the predicted GIA velocities are subtracted from the GNSS velocities before estimating the373

PMM. We denote these PMMs 1D GIA PMMs or 3D GIA PMMs, depending on the type of GIA374

model subtracted from the GNSS velocities.375

We used the tectonic plate boundaries from Bird (2003) to assign a plate to each site (cf. Fig.376

A3). PMMs were only estimated for plates that contain three or more GNSS sites in NCL20:377

the African, Antarctic, Somalian, Indian, Australian, Eurasian, North American, South American,378

Nazca, Pacific, Arabian, Sunda, Caribbean, Amurian, Mariana, Yangtze and Panama plates. Given379

that some sites are excluded in the outlier search process, it is possible that some plates will not380

have the required minimum three sites after outlier rejection and their PMMs will no longer be381

estimable. When the outlier search is applied to GIA-corrected input velocities the rejected sites382

and estimable PMMs may differ between GIA models. Specifically, the Amurian, Mariana and383

Nazca plates are not estimable in some cases.384

Fig. 2 shows the frequency at which each site was rejected while estimating PMMs using the385

full suite of 1D (top) and 3D (bottom) GIA models (compare with Fig. A4 for the full GNSS site386

network). The model for estimating PMMs is applied in three geocentric Cartesian dimensions387

(Eq. 9) because it seeks to determine global plate motion and the global vector β′. Therefore a388

PMM estimation can be affected by vertical outliers as well as horizontal. We note that some sites389

are excluded with almost all GIA models, whereas some are excluded with a small number of GIA390

models. There are more excluded sites with 1D GIA models, but there is also a larger number of 1D391

GIA models. The majority of rejected sites in Figure A4 and Fig. 2 are situated in North America392

and Greenland. However, in North America there is a very high density of sites so neglecting393

a subset of them for the PMM estimation is not critical. The sites on the west coast of Hudson394

Bay, where large GIA uplift is expected, and in the northernmost parts of North America, were395

excluded in the majority of cases. The GNSS-only PMM (Fig. S1) excluded all these sites from396

the estimation as well as those in Greenland, where the density of sites is sparse, and several sites397
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in the middle of the Scandinavian peninsula. For GIA PMMs, the Greenland sites are excluded398

in the majority of cases, but not all, and in Fennoscandia, a few sites are excluded in a small399

percentage of cases. For 1D GIA PMMs (Fig. 2 top), a cluster of sites in the United States and400

southern Canada were additionally excluded, mostly in a small number of cases, with a few sites401

in western North America excluded in the majority of cases.402

3.3 Comparison of GIA-PMM combinations403

3.3.1 Residual velocity fields404

We investigated how well the combination of a GIA model and the solved-for plate motion model405

describe the observed velocity field. After detecting and removing outlier sites, we estimated406

PMMs using GIA-corrected GNSS velocity fields. We defined a residual velocity field as the ve-407

locity field which remains after the GIA model and its associated PMM (including β′) have been408

removed from the GNSS velocity field (Eq. (1)). It is not expected that, after the removal of plate409

motion, the GIA effect will be identical to the GNSS displacement at every site. However, since410

plate motion is removed and tectonically active sites and outliers are excluded, it is expected that411

the model-predicted GIA velocities should be as close as possible to the GNSS observed displace-412

ment at the majority of sites.413

To estimate the residual horizontal velocity of a site, we removed the horizontal component414

of GIA and the plate velocity of that site, as well as the term β′. Residual vertical velocities are415

calculated by just subtracting GIA and β′. The advantage of the approach taken in this paper is that416

the PMM used here is estimated taking GIA into account, instead of using a pre-existing PMM417

which may be biased by GIA. Additionally, this approach of computing residuals includes the term418

β′ which represents variations in frame origins of the GIA models, GNSS network and the centre419

around which the tectonic plates rotate, thus further improving the residuals.420

The plate velocity Ẋ
pmj

i of site i with coordinates Xi is calculated using an equivalent of421

Eq. (3), where the Euler vector of plate p is estimated after correcting the GNSS velocities with422

GIA model j. We converted Ẋ
pmj

i from the Cartesian XYZ coordinate system to the topocentric423
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Figure 2. The frequency of outliers to the PMM estimation (section 3.2.3) for the velocity fields corrected
with 1D (top) and 3D (bottom) GIA models. Green denotes the sites that are excluded for all the PMMs.
Grey denotes sites that were always included in the final PMM estimate.
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ENU coordinate system where Ė
pmj

i and Ṅ
pmj

i are Easting and Northing components of the plate424

velocity of the site.425

Following Eq. (9), the residual horizontal velocity of the site is:426

Ė
resj
i = ĖGNSS

i − Ė
pmj

i − Ė
GIAj

i − β′
E (14a)427

428

Ṅ
resj
i = ṄGNSS

i − Ṅ
pmj

i − Ṅ
GIAj

i − β′
N (14b)429

where Ė
GNSSj

i and Ṅ
GNSSj

i are the estimated GNSS velocities in East and North component430

respectively, ĖGIAj

i and Ṅ
GIAj

i are the predicted GIA velocities in the East and North components431

and β′
E and β′

N are the local topocentric components of geocentre motion β′ from Eq. (9). The432

vertical residual velocity associated with GIA model j is simply computed by removing the Up433

component of the predicted GIA velocity field and the Up component of β′ from the GNSS velocity434

at the specific site:435

U̇
resj
i = U̇GNSS

i − U̇
GIAj

i − β′
U (15)436

Antarctica is, unlike our other two regions of interest, still largely covered with ice sheets at437

present. Thus, the residual velocity field in this region was additionally corrected for the elastic re-438

sponse to present-day ice mass changes (e.g. Bevis et al. (2009); Thomas et al. (2011); Whitehouse439

(2018); Schumacher et al. (2018)). Elastic corrections were provided by Achraf Koulali (personal440

communication, 2020) and applied to both the horizontal and vertical velocity components. They441

were computed closely following the approach of Shepherd et al. (2019). The approach exploits442

ice sheet surface elevation changes, as determined from multi-mission satellite altimetry, with ice443

mass fluctuations isolated using a firn densification model and the surface mass balance anomaly444

output from a regional climate model. The elastic response to present-day ice mass trends was445

computed using the Regional ElAstic Rebound (REAR) calculator (Melini et al. 2014). Our calcu-446

lations do not include the non-tidal ocean load necessary to conserve mass, but this effect is small447

especially inland of the grounding line. Calculated elastic rates at the Antarctic GNSS sites are448

shown in Fig. S11 in the Supporting Information. The uncertainties of the elastic correction were449
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derived via Monte Carlo simulation and propagated together with the GNSS uncertainty to obtain450

the final uncertainty of the residuals in Antarctica.451

3.3.2 Median Absolute Deviations (MADs)452

To assess how well each GIA model and its associated PMM explain the observed velocity field,453

we compared the residual velocity fields obtained after the GIA model predictions and the corre-454

sponding PMMs have been subtracted from the GNSS velocity field. We used Median Absolute455

Deviations (MADs) as a measure of goodness of fit of the models with respect to the observed456

GNSS velocities. We consider models with smaller MADs to be better models. MAD is computed457

as follows:458

MAD = median|Xobs −Xmodelled| (16)459

where Xobs−Xmodelled are the residuals Ėresj
i , Ṅ

resj
i , U̇

resj
i from Equations (14) – (15), associated460

with GIA model j, where i is the site number which ranges over all the sites in a selected region.461

We computed the MAD for the horizontal component,462

MADj
hor = median

(√(
Ė

resj
i

)2
+
(
Ṅ

resj
i

)2)
, (17)463

and for the vertical component:464

MADj
up = median|U̇ resj

i |. (18)465

To assess whether applying a correction for GIA improves the goodness of fit, MADs for the GNSS466

velocity field without any GIA correction (i.e. a GNSS-only PMM) were also computed, which we467

denote as the null-GIA case. The MADs were computed globally and for our selected regions of468

interest, namely Europe, North America and Antarctica. Note that for Europe, the tectonic plate to469

which the site velocities are fitted is Eurasian, whereas the goodness of fit of the models is chosen470

based on the fit of velocities in northern Europe as this is the only area on the Eurasian plate where471

the choice of GIA model can significantly affect the plate model.472

Computation of global MADs is potentially biased by the significantly higher density of GNSS473
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sites in the United States network, on the North American plate. To mitigate this, global MADs474

were determined by computing a separate MAD for each plate and weighting by plate area, ac-475

cording to476

MADj
weighted =

n∑
p=1

Ap ×MADj
p

n∑
p=1

Ap

, (19)477

where MADj
p and Ap are the MAD and area of each estimated plate p and MADj

weighted is the478

global plate-weighted MAD.479

We computed MADs for all GIA models in categories which are combinations of the follow-480

ing:481

(i) Region - global, Europe, North America or Antarctica482

(ii) GIA model Earth structure - 1D or 3D (or null-GIA)483

(iii) Horizontal or vertical component484

The MAD values for each region and velocity component were compared, and the models with485

the smaller MAD are considered better models. As mentioned, it is not expected that the sum of the486

GIA model predictions and the plate motion model will be equivalent to the GNSS displacement at487

every site. The residual motion at the majority of sites should be close to zero, but large residuals488

can only unequivocally indicate that the observed motion is not in agreement with the modelled489

GIA prediction. The resulting misfits can be due to the fact that the GIA model predicts too much490

or too little GIA motion compared to the true values, which are unknown. Misfits may also be due491

to processes not related to GIA that cause uplift, subsidence or horizontal motion, such as local492

tectonics or present-day ice mass changes. Antarctica and Greenland are examples of areas affected493

by GIA and the solid Earth response to present-day ice mass changes. In Antarctica, which is one494

of the areas of interest in this study, the effect of present-day ice mass change is accounted for in495

equations (14) and (15) by subtracting an additional elastic deformation term. We do not focus on496

Greenland in this study due to the lack of sufficient high-quality GNSS data. Not correcting the497

Greenland sites for the effect of present-day ice mass change will have an insignificant impact on498
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Table 1. Minimum and maximum MAD values for all GIA models in each category.

Median Absolute Deviation [mm/yr]

Horizontal 1D Horizontal 3D Horizontal null-GIA Vertical 1D Vertical 3D Vertical null-GIA

Europe 0.40-0.78 0.40-0.49 0.44 0.55-1.31 0.71-1.25 1.29

North America 0.60-1.66 0.62-0.78 0.68 0.75-2.19 0.87-1.26 1.07

Antarctica 0.86-1.86 1.01-1.28 1.07 1.84-4.09 1.22-2.61 1.31

Global
plate weighted 0.66-1.01 0.58-0.64 0.60 0.98-1.64 0.88-1.14 1.02

Global
no weighting 0.57-1.21 0.56-0.68 0.60 0.78-1.76 0.91-1.22 1.12

the global MAD because the North American plate MAD is dominated by the very high number499

of sites outside of Greenland.500

The GIA model with the smallest MAD in each category is selected as the best GIA model.501

Next, groups of “near-best” models in each category were formed using an MAD criterion, i.e.502

by considering all models with MADs better than the null-GIA case and within a threshold of 0.1503

mm/yr and 0.2 mm/yr of the best model for the horizontal and the vertical component, respectively.504

These thresholds were chosen based on the spread of MADs as well as the GNSS uncertainties505

for each velocity component. The GNSS velocity uncertainties are mostly up to 0.5 mm/yr in the506

horizontal component and 1 mm/yr in the vertical component (cf. section 4), with 0.1 mm/yr and507

0.2 mm/yr being 20% of these values. The MADs vary between 0.4–1.9 mm/yr for the horizontal508

component and 0.5–4.1 mm/yr for the vertical component (cf. Table 1).509

The groups of near-best models represent the models that are nearly as good as the best model510

according to the MAD criterion above, i.e. any of them could have been the best model if a different511

observation dataset were used, considering the number of sites per plate and their uncertainties.512

Tables A2–A5 list the models in the groups of near-best models. Table 2 shows the number of GIA513

models assigned to each group of near-best models. The groups marked with ∅ are the ones where514

even the best fitting GIA model was no better than the null-GIA case.515

The MADs are used as a measure of GIA model goodness of fit. They represent the residual516

Table 2. Number of GIA models in the groups of near-best GIA models for each category.

Global Europe North America Antarctica Total No models

Horizontal 1D ∅ 6 7 6 81
Horizontal 3D 13 9 30 6 36
Vertical 1D 3 25 6 ∅ 81
Vertical 3D 18 18 16 4 36
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Figure 3. Empirical cumulative distribution functions of the site velocity uncertainties in the horizontal
(Easting and Northing velocity standard deviation combined into horizontal magnitude uncertainty) and
vertical (Up velocity standard deviation) components for the final GNSS velocity field.

velocity field which remains after removing GIA and plate motion models from the NCL20 GNSS517

velocities (see Eq. (16)). The “best” GIA model and “near-best” GIA models are chosen according518

to the MADs (section 3.3.2). The GIA models are ranked separately for the global case and for519

each region of interest (Europe, North America and Antarctica). The best and near-best PMMs are520

also chosen according to the MADs, i.e. the ranking of the PMM is based on the ranking of the GIA521

model that was used to create that PMM. The best GIA models in the horizontal component are not522

necessarily the best GIA models in the vertical component, and vice-versa. Since the horizontal523

component is the one that is more likely to contaminate the PMM estimate, given that rigid plate524

motion is horizontal only, we define the best PMMs to be the ones that are estimated with the best525

GIA models in the horizontal component.526

4 RESULTS527

We denote our GNSS velocity field NCL20 (Fig. 1). It contains 965 sites, where for about 70%528

of the sites the horizontal velocity uncertainties are within 0.5 mm/yr, and vertical velocity un-529

certainties within 1 mm/yr (cf. Fig. 3). The GNSS site names, locations, velocities and velocity530

uncertainties are listed in Vardić et al. (2021).531
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Figure 4. Euler pole locations for all tectonic plates estimated with our GNSS velocity field. The error
ellipses (in black) are 95% confidence limits (close-up view in Fig. 5). The light brown lines show the
tectonic plate boundaries for all tectonic plates from Bird (2003).

4.1 Plate motion models532

The PMMs were estimated according to Eq. (4) and Eq. (9) which resulted in 117 global PMMs533

estimated with velocity fields corrected using each of the GIA models (81 1D GIA models and534

36 3D GIA models) and a global PMM estimated using the GNSS velocity field without any GIA535

corrections.536

The Euler pole locations estimated using the uncorrected GNSS velocity field (GNSS-only537

PMM) are shown on a global map in Fig. 4.538

The CG-CM (i.e. CE-CM or CFEM-CM) translations and the origin bias for each PMM539

(named β for GNSS-only PMM and β′ for GIA PMMs, cf. section 3.2.1) are listed in Table S1 in540

the Supporting Information. The uncertainty of β for the GNSS-only PMM is σβX
=0.002 mm/yr,541

σβY
=0.002 mm/yr and σβZ

=0.001 mm/yr.542
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For each region of interest we analyse the GNSS-only PMM, ITRF2014 PMM and GIA543

PMMs, particularly the best and near-best (cf. section 3.3.2) GIA PMMs.544

4.1.1 All plates545

As mentioned above, the globally best fitting GIA model is chosen according to its MAD, which546

can be calculated in two ways, by weighting the MADs by plate area or without any weight-547

ing. The best PMM globally is then chosen to be the PMM associated with the best fitting GIA548

model. Globally, the best PMM when weighting is applied is the PMM estimated using GIA549

model 6G SL wet 10mm (MAD = 0.58 mm/yr). The best PMM when no weighting is applied550

is the PMM estimated using GIA model 6G S dry 4mm (MAD = 0.56 mm/yr). We consider the551

weighted case to be more realistic, since weighting the global MAD by plate area reduces the552

biasing effect of small areas with a large density of sites. Therefore, the PMM derived using the553

6G SL wet 10mm GIA model is the one, among our ensemble of PMMs, that is to be used when554

investigating global plate motion (see Table 3).555

Fig. 5 shows individual Euler pole locations for all the plates estimated within this study (see556

Fig. 4 for locations on a global map). The figures show Euler pole locations for all 1D GIA PMMs,557

3D GIA PMMs, and the GNSS-only PMM as well as emphasizing the location of the two globally558

best GIA-corrected PMMs (plate-weighted and non plate-weighted) and their error ellipses (95%559

confidence). For comparison, we include Euler pole locations for a geological PMM (MORVEL56560

PMM; Argus et al. (2011)) and a previously published space-geodetic PMM (ITRF2014 PMM;561

Altamimi et al. (2017)). For the majority of plates, the MORVEL56 PMM shows only a loose562

agreement with Euler pole locations from the ITRF2014 PMM and the PMMs estimated here.563

Euler poles of the globally best models with and without plate-weighting are not located in the564

same place. The globally (weighted) best PMM is created using a 3D GIA model. The ITRF2014565

PMM Euler poles are for most plates closer to the 3D GIA PMMs or similarly distant from the566

1D and 3D GIA PMMs, but for the Australian and South American plates they are closer to the567

1D GIA PMMs. The distribution of Euler pole locations for the North American, Eurasian and568

Antarctic plates is described in detail in the following sections. Euler pole locations for other569
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Table 3. Plate motion model estimated after correcting the GNSS velocity field with the globally best-
fitting GIA model, when applying weighting by plate. GIA corrections are obtained from the model
6G SL wet 10mm. NS stands for the number of sites on each plate in this PMM, and NS-ITRF14 stands
for the number of sites on each plate in the ITRF2014 PMM. ∅ denotes plates which were not estimated in
the ITRF2014 PMM.

Plate ωx ωy ωz Longitude Latitude ω NS NS-
ITRF14

[◦/Myr] [◦] [◦/Myr]

African (Nubia) 0.0286 -0.1678 0.1944 -80.33 48.79 0.2584 23 24
± 0.0009 0.0006 0.0006 0.29 0.11 0.0007

Antarctic -0.0741 -0.0921 0.1928 -128.83 58.49 0.2262 55 7
± 0.0006 0.0006 0.0012 0.25 0.18 0.0011

Somalian -0.0139 -0.1919 0.2232 -94.15 49.24 0.2947 7 3
± 0.0026 0.0025 0.0017 0.72 0.26 0.0029

Indian 0.3178 0.0268 0.4134 4.82 52.35 0.5221 7 3
± 0.0026 0.0115 0.0036 2.02 0.14 0.0049

Australian 0.4203 0.3217 0.3457 37.43 33.15 0.6322 26 36
± 0.0008 0.0007 0.0007 0.10 0.05 0.0007

Eurasian -0.0228 -0.1445 0.2018 -98.97 54.06 0.2492 229 97
± 0.0004 0.0005 0.0005 0.17 0.11 0.0005

North American 0.0120 -0.1895 -0.0177 -86.39 -5.32 0.1907 461 72
± 0.0005 0.0005 0.0004 0.14 0.14 0.0005

South American -0.0744 -0.0826 -0.0428 -132.02 -21.08 0.1191 35 30
± 0.0012 0.0013 0.0007 0.86 0.32 0.0007

Pacific -0.1132 0.2898 -0.5955 111.34 -62.42 0.6719 21 18
± 0.0008 0.0005 0.0006 0.16 0.04 0.0006

Arabian 0.3147 -0.0353 0.3940 -6.41 51.21 0.5054 6 5
± 0.0043 0.0049 0.0030 0.97 0.15 0.0046

Caribbean -0.0176 -0.2593 0.1601 -93.88 31.64 0.3053 10 ∅
± 0.0037 0.0091 0.0032 0.95 0.50 0.0091

Yangtze -0.0578 -0.1272 0.2933 -114.45 64.53 0.3249 3 ∅
± 0.0084 0.0161 0.0108 5.84 2.60 0.0050

Panama 0.1597 -1.4765 0.3935 -83.83 14.84 1.5363 5 ∅
± 0.0516 0.2796 0.0454 0.82 1.08 0.2856

plates are typically spread over 300 – 400 km, except for the South American plate, where they570

are spread over ∼530 km East–West and up to ∼800 km North–South.571
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Figure 5. Euler pole locations for all PMMs, for all estimated tectonic plates. The error ellipses are 95%
confidence limits: red for the globally best PMMs when weighting by plate area is applied, black with-
out weighting, and green ellipse for the ITRF2014 PMM. No error information is available for NNR-
MORVEL56. The ITRF2014 and MORVEL56 PMMs do not consider all of the plates shown here (see
plates where the triangle or pentagon symbol is missing).
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4.1.2 Eurasian plate572

Fig. 6 (a) shows Euler pole locations and rotation rates for the Eurasian plate estimated using the573

GNSS-only velocity field or a velocity field corrected using the near-best (Eurasian-specific) 1D574

and 3D GIA models. The Euler poles for the near-best 1D GIA PMMs are grouped closely together575

over ∼50 km East-West and ∼130 km North-South while the near-best 3D GIA PMM Euler poles576

are grouped in two areas and span over ∼250 km East-West and ∼140 km North-South.577

The Euler pole locations in Fig. 6 (a) show that the 1D GIA PMM pole locations are closer578

together (some within their 99% position probabilities) than the 3D GIA PMM Euler poles. The579

best 3D GIA PMM Euler pole is significantly closer to the ITRF2014 PMM and GNSS-only PMM580

than the best 1D GIA PMM. Since the ITRF2014 PMM was created empirically by excluding sites581

in GIA affected areas, this suggests that the 3D GIA models could be better at correcting for plate-582

like GIA motion. The two near-best groups show a similar spread of rotation rates, with values583

typically smaller than for the ITRF2014 PMM, especially for the 3D GIA PMMs (Fig. 6 a). The584

uncertainty of the Eurasian rotation rates for the GNSS-only PMM and near-best GIA PMMs585

is 0.0005◦/Myr. The difference in rotation rate between our estimated PMMs and the ITRF2014586

PMM is therefore significant.587

To investigate whether the differences in Euler pole locations and rotation rates have a signif-588

icant effect on modelled plate velocities, we estimated plate velocities using a suite of different589

PMMs. Plate velocities in Europe point in a NE direction and are on average ∼15 mm/yr (Figs.590

S5 and S6). We find that differences between plate velocities estimated using the near-best 1D591

GIA PMMs are below 0.5 mm/yr, see Fig. S5. The respective differences for the near-best 3D GIA592

PMMs are up to 1 mm/yr. Differences between the best 1D GIA PMM plate velocities and the593

ITRF2014 PMM and GNSS-only PMM plate velocities are up to 2 mm/yr in Europe, see Fig. S6.594

The respective differences for the best 3D GIA PMM are mostly up to 1 mm/yr. This indicates595

that for the analysed PMMs in Europe, differences in estimated Euler pole location have a greater596

impact on modelled plate velocities than differences in estimated rotation rate.597

Consequently, although the ITRF2014 PMM and GNSS-only PMM rotation rates are closer to598

that of the best 1D GIA PMM (Fig. 6 a), their Euler pole locations and modelled plate velocities599
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Figure 6. Euler pole locations for the Eurasian, North American and Antarctic tectonic plates: (a) Eurasia
near-best 1D and 3D GIA PMMs, (b) North America near-best 1D GIA PMMs, (c) North America near-best
3D GIA PMMs, (d) Antarctica near-best 1D GIA PMMs, (e) Antarctica near-best 3D GIA PMMs. Error
ellipses represent 99% probability of the pole location (dashed error ellipse is for ITRF2014 PMM for each
respective plate). The uncertainty of the rotation rate is 0.00047 ◦/Myr, 0.00046 ◦/Myr and 0.001 ◦/Myr for
the Eurasian, North American and Antarctic plate, respectively. The bold black-rimmed symbol (circle or
diamond) represents the best model for each plate among the 1D and 3D GIA PMMs. The magenta-rimmed
symbol represents the globally (plate weighted) best model.

are more similar to those of the best 3D GIA PMM (Fig. S6). This shows that the 3D GIA PMMs600

are more similar to the ITRF2014 PMM than the 1D GIA PMMs, suggesting that the 3D GIA601

PMMs are better at correcting for horizontal GIA in Europe.602
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4.1.3 North American plate603

Figs. 6 (b) and (c) show Euler pole locations for the North American tectonic plate for the near-604

best 1D and 3D GIA PMMs, and the GNSS-only PMM, as well as the ITRF2014 PMM. The605

uncertainty of the rotation rates is 0.0005◦/Myr, similar to the Eurasian plate. Within the near-best606

1D GIA PMMs, rotation rates vary mostly up to 0.001◦/Myr, within the near-best 3D GIA PMMs607

they vary more, up to 0.02◦/Myr, but the majority of the Euler poles are closer to each other. The608

near-best 1D GIA PMMs have rotation rates closer to the ITRF2014 PMM than the 3D GIA PMMs609

do. However, the Euler poles of the 1D GIA PMMs are located further from the ITRF2014 PMM610

Euler pole, similar to our findings in Eurasia. Since the Euler pole for the North American plate611

is located close to the plate itself (cf. Fig. 4), a change in pole location has a significant impact on612

the velocity of points on the plate.613

We compute plate velocities using the GNSS-only and GIA PMMs and the ITRF2014 PMM,614

as well as differences of plate velocities between models, as presented above for Europe (Figs.615

S7 and S8). The North American tectonic plate is rotating anti-clockwise with plate velocities616

of ∼19 mm/yr on average. Differences between plate velocities obtained using the near-best 1D617

GIA PMMs are mostly up to ∼0.5 mm/yr with some differences up to 1 mm/yr (Fig. S7). Plate618

velocity differences for the near-best 3D GIA PMMs vary from below 0.5 mm/yr up to 1.9 mm/yr.619

The larger velocities pointing south are evaluated with the three models whose Euler poles are620

located far from the main cluster of near-best 3D GIA PMMs (see Fig. 6c). These PMMs were621

created using GIA models that combine each of the three ice models with the same 3D Earth622

model (SL seismic velocity model (Schaeffer & Lebedev 2013), dry rheology and 10 mm grain623

size). Differences between the plate velocities derived using the best 1D GIA PMM and the GNSS-624

only PMM are on average 0.7 mm/yr, whereas differences between the best 1D GIA PMM and625

the ITRF2014 PMM are 1–2 mm/yr, with the greatest discrepancies found in the eastern part of626

the continent (Fig. S8). Differences between the best 3D GIA PMM and the GNSS-only PMM are627

0.4 mm/yr on average, whereas for the best 3D GIA PMM and the ITRF2014 PMM they range628

from 0.5 mm/yr in the west to over 1.5 mm/yr in the east. The Euler pole for the best 3D GIA629

PMM is 117 km closer to the ITRF2014 Euler pole than the best 1D GIA PMM Euler pole (Fig. 6630
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c and d), and its velocities are more similar to the ITRF2014 PMM (Fig. S8), strongly suggesting631

that the 3D GIA model may be better at correcting horizontal GIA motion. Comparing these plate632

velocity differences with Euler pole locations, we come to the same conclusion as for Eurasia, that633

the influence of Euler pole location on plate velocities is greater than the influence of Euler pole634

rotation rate.635

4.1.4 Antarctic plate636

Figs. 6 (d) and (e) show Euler pole locations and rotation rates for the Antarctic tectonic plate for637

the near-best 1D GIA PMMs, near-best 3D GIA PMMs, GNSS-only PMM and ITRF2014 PMM.638

The best 3D GIA PMM Euler pole is closer to the GNSS-only PMM Euler pole than the best 1D639

GIA PMM (232 km for the 1D and 151 km for the 3D GIA PMM). The near-best 3D GIA PMM640

Euler poles are spread in the East-West direction, and some are very close in rotation rate and Euler641

pole location to the GNSS-only PMM. This could be because the GIA corrections for these models642

are so small that the resulting PMMs are similar to the GNSS-only PMM. The best 1D and 3D643

GIA PMM Euler poles are 94 km and 45 km from the ITRF2014 PMM Euler pole, respectively.644

However, both are located within the ITRF2014 PMM Euler pole location uncertainty. The best645

1D GIA PMM has a rotation rate more similar to the ITRF2014 PMM rotation rate than that of646

the best 3D GIA PMM. The rotation rates among most PMMs are similar to each other, when647

compared with the larger variation of rotation rates observed for the Eurasian and North American648

plates. However, the uncertainties of the rotation rates for the Antarctic plate are larger than for the649

Eurasian and North American plates, 0.001◦/Myr for our PMMs and 0.002◦/Myr for the ITRF2014650

PMM.651

We computed the modelled plate velocities and their differences as above for Europe and North652

America (Figs. S9 and S10). The Antarctic tectonic plate is rotating clockwise with plate velocities653

ranging from ∼20 mm/yr in the West and central part of the Antarctic continent to ∼5 mm/yr in654

the East. The differences between plate velocities evaluated with the near-best 1D and 3D GIA655

PMMs are both on average 0.4 mm/yr (Fig. S9), but they point in different directions for the 1D656

GIA PMMs and mostly in the same direction for the 3D GIA PMMs. Differences between plate657
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velocities generated using the GNSS-only PMM and the best 1D GIA PMM are on average 1.2658

mm/yr (Fig. S10). Differences between the best 3D GIA PMM plate velocities and the GNSS-only659

PMM plate velocities are smaller, on average 0.6 mm/yr. The latter point in a similar direction to660

the differences between the 1D GIA PMM and the ITRF2014 PMM, which are on average 0.4661

mm/yr. Differences in plate velocities estimated using the best 3D GIA PMM and the ITRF2014662

PMM are on average 0.6 mm/yr. They point in a similar direction to the plate velocities estimated663

using the best 1D/3D GIA PMM, meaning that the velocity vectors differ mostly in magnitude664

rather than direction. Similar plate velocity direction and different velocity magnitude indicate665

similar pole location and different rotation rate. This indeed is the case for the Euler poles of the666

best 3D GIA PMM and the ITRF2014 PMM in Fig. 6.667

In Antarctica, when comparing with the ITRF2014 PMM we must take into consideration the668

fact that none of the sites were excluded in the ITRF2014 PMM estimation, but almost the entire669

plate is affected by GIA. Additionally, our study uses far more observation sites (55 sites compared670

with 7 sites for the ITRF2014 PMM) and so the uncertainty of our Euler vector for Antarctica is671

much smaller. The ITRF2014 PMM Euler pole is, as mentioned above, closer to the best 1D GIA672

PMM in rotation rate, but closer to the best 3D GIA PMM in pole location. The plate velocities673

estimated with the ITRF2014 PMM are more similar to the plate velocities from the best 1D GIA674

PMM. This may suggest that in Antarctica, a change in rotation rate has a greater influence on675

plate velocities than a change in pole location. However, these differences may also be due to the676

fact that the Euler poles of the best 1D GIA PMM and 3D GIA PMM are located quite close677

to each other, ∼50 km. The Euler pole for the Antarctic plate is located very far from the plate678

itself (see Fig. 4), so differences in Euler pole location have a relatively minor influence on plate679

velocities.680
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Table 4. Preferred properties of near-best GIA models in each category. ∅ denotes no preference.

Global Europe North America Antarctica

1D Vertical

Lithosphere ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
Upper mantle η
(0.3, 0.5 or 0.8 ×1021Pa s) mostly smaller smaller ∅ smaller

Lower mantle η
(5, 10 or 20 ×1021Pa s) ∅ mostly smaller mostly smaller ∅
Ice model ICE-6G ICE-6G ICE-6G ICE-6G

1D Horizontal

Lithosphere 120 km 120 and 96 km weak preference
for 120 km ∅

Upper mantle η
(0.3, 0.5 or 0.8 ×1021Pa s) ∅ smaller larger mostly larger

Lower mantle η
(5, 10 or 20 ×1021Pa s) smaller mostly small ∅ ∅

Ice model ∅ ICE-6G weak preference
for ICE-6G ∅

3D Vertical

Grain size 1 and 4 mm 4 and 10 mm 10 mm 1 mm
Water content ∅ dry dry wet
Mantle model ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
Ice model ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅

3D Horizontal

Grain size 1 and 4 mm ∅ weak preference
for 4 mm 1 or 4

Water content ∅ dry ∅ mostly dry
Mantle model ∅ S40RTS SL ∅
Ice model ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅

4.2 GIA model assessment681

We have compared the MAD values of all our GIA models and identified certain features of GIA682

models which are, in combination with their respective PMMs, most compatible with the GNSS683

observations. These are summarized in Table 4. Unlike the 3D GIA models, the 1D GIA models684

show a preference for ice model ICE-6G in all regions (see also Tables A2-A5). Due to the differ-685

ent input parameters of 1D and 3D Earth models, it is not straightforward to compare the preferred686

rheological properties of 1D and 3D GIA models in each region. For the 1D GIA models, while687

there is no preference for lithosphere thickness in the vertical component, in the horizontal com-688

ponent, a thicker lithosphere is preferred in all cases besides Antarctica. Note that for the global689

case (plate weighted), when considering horizontal velocities, none of the 1D GIA models has a690

smaller MAD value than the null-GIA case (cf. Table 2). This suggests that it is not possible to691

identify a 1D GIA model that robustly replicates the global GIA signal.692

Since, by definition, the group of near-best models is close to the best model in terms of the693

MAD value for each region, studying the differences in GIA predictions among the near-best694

models provides insight into GIA model uncertainty for each region. For each group of near-best695
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GIA models, the range of GIA model predictions is computed for each grid point in the region.696

This tells us where the predictions of credible GIA models differ the most, and reveals the areas697

that are sensitive to a change in Earth or ice model parameters. For the vertical component, the698

range is defined to be the difference between the maximum and minimum GIA prediction at each699

point. For the horizontal component, the range is defined to be the difference between the largest700

and smallest magnitude of the GIA prediction at each point. In the horizontal component, the701

maximum and minimum azimuths are also identified (the range of directions of the horizontal702

velocities). Due to our interest in understanding how GIA may bias plate motion models, we focus703

below on differences in GIA predictions of horizontal motion.704

4.2.1 Europe705

Fig. 7 (a) and (b) show the magnitude and azimuth ranges of horizontal GIA predictions across706

Europe for the 6 near-best 1D models and the 9 near-best 3D models (see also Fig. S12). The707

1D models have the largest magnitude range of 0.8-1.0 mm/yr in the area east of the Lofoten708

archipelago. This range reduces gradually from NW to SW (Fig. S12 a). The range in velocity709

directions for these models is mostly below ∼30◦, with the largest range in directions found to the710

east of the Gulf of Bothnia. Any differences between the 1D GIA model predictions will be due711

to differences in Earth properties because all of the near-best horizontal 1D models were created712

using the same ice model. The 3D models show a smaller range in horizontal magnitude than the713

1D models, with a maximum range of 0.75 mm/yr found in northern Norway. Similarly, we found714

that the 3D models show a smaller range of vertical predictions (not shown). However, the 3D715

models show a larger range in velocity directions than the 1D models. The reason for this could716

be that the near-best 3D models are based on three different ice models, whereas the near-best 1D717

models are all based on the same ice model.718

We compute the residual horizontal velocity field at GNSS sites across Europe using the best719

1D (6G 96p310) and 3D (6G S dry 4mm) GIA models for this region, as defined by the MAD720

values for horizontal velocities (Fig. 8 a and b). Both models have MADs of 0.40 mm/yr (Table 1),721

although all their plate vectors and velocities are different. In both cases the sites with the largest722
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Figure 7. The colour of the pie wedges represents the range of magnitudes and the sides of the pie wedges
represent the maximum and minimum azimuths of horizontal GIA predictions for models in the group of
near-best 1D GIA models (left) and near-best 3D GIA models (right) for Europe (top row), North America
(middle row) and Antarctica (bottom row), cf. Table 2.

residual horizontal velocities (over 1.5 mm/yr) are those with the largest GNSS uncertainties. In723

Fennoscandia, the best 1D GIA model gives residual magnitudes below 0.8 mm/yr at most sites,724

with a few sites showing values between 1–1.3 mm/yr. Residual velocities on the west coast of725
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Norway point northwards, but their magnitudes are ∼0.5 mm/yr. This is close to the level of726

uncertainty of GNSS velocities in this region so these values are hardly significant and should727

be interpreted with care. Elsewhere, residual velocities of 0.5–0.6 mm/yr are found on the west728

coast of the Gulf of Bothnia pointing SE, inwards to the Gulf of Bothnia. This may indicate that729

the best 1D GIA model over-predicts horizontal motion in this area, or that motion is predicted in730

the wrong direction, perhaps due to inaccuracies in the deglaciation history. The main difference731

in performance between the best 1D and 3D models in the horizontal component is on the coast732

of Norway and in the centre of the Scandinavian peninsula, where the 3D model shows larger733

residuals, all in the NW direction. Further work is needed to determine whether these misfits reflect734

a bias in the PMM or the fact that the ice model was developed assuming 1D Earth structure.735

4.2.2 North America736

Figures 7 (c) and (d) show the range of horizontal magnitudes and the range of directions of737

GIA velocity predictions in North America for our near-best models (see also Fig. S12). There738

are 7 models in the group of near-best 1D models and 30 models in the group of near-best 3D739

models according to the MAD criterion for the horizontal velocity component. The magnitude740

range of the near-best 1D models is mostly below 1.5 mm/yr with the greatest uncertainty seen in741

the central part of the United States, between 30◦N–45◦N, and across Baffin Island (Fig. S12 c).742

The greatest uncertainty in the direction of horizontal velocities, i.e. the largest range of azimuths,743

is found in the northern half of the continent. Between the Great Lakes and the east coast of744

North America there is significant uncertainty in both the direction and magnitude of the GIA745

signal, reflecting uncertainty in the modelled position and extent of the collapsing peripheral bulge,746

where horizontal motion is predicted to peak. There is a similar situation in the northernmost part747

of Canada. The magnitude range of the near-best 3D GIA models shows values up to 2 mm/yr748

towards the west coast, where the GNSS sites have been excluded due to high tectonic activity.749

Similar to the situation in Europe, the 3D models show a larger range in velocity directions than750

the 1D models. The range in velocity directions for the 3D models is over 270◦ for most of the751

continent. The smallest range in directions is found to the west of Lake Winnipeg and across the752
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Laurentian Plateau, which is the area where the best 1D model predicts the smallest horizontal753

velocities.754

The best 1D GIA model is 6G 120p810 and the best 3D GIA model is 5G S dry 4mm, consid-755

ering the horizontal component of velocity across North America. Fig. 8 (c) and (d) show residual756

horizontal velocities at GNSS sites across North America using these models. GNSS uncertainties757

are less than 0.5 mm/yr in the horizontal component for the majority of sites. There is a small758

number of sites with large residuals which at the same time show small uncertainties. They are759

almost exclusively located in the Caribbean islands and around the Gulf of Mexico. Residual ver-760

tical velocities for these sites (not shown) are also large. This region is thought to be outside the761

area affected by GIA and the large residuals are likely due to local effects (Milne & Peros 2013)762

which are not within the scope of this study. For the remaining sites south of 45◦N, residual magni-763

tudes are well below 1 mm/yr. North of 45◦N, residual magnitudes are mostly between 1–2 mm/yr764

with a few sites with magnitudes up to 3 mm/yr. Along the Hudson Bay coast and in NW Canada,765

residuals for both models point southwards. In Newfoundland by the Labrador Sea, residuals for766

the 3D model point north, and residuals for the 1D model point west and southwest. Horizontal767

residuals for the 1D model are typically ∼0.5 mm/yr smaller than those for the 3D model across768

most of North America.769

4.2.3 Antarctica770

Fig. 7 (e) and (f) show the range of horizontal GIA velocities for our near-best 1D and 3D Antarctic771

GIA models (six models each). Unlike in the vertical component, where we found that no 1D GIA772

model improves the MAD compared with the null-GIA case (cf. Table 1), correcting the horizontal773

component for GIA, using both 1D and 3D models, does reduce the MAD. The range of horizontal774

magnitudes (Fig. 7e and S12e) for our near-best 1D models is largest near Pine Island Glacier and775

in the southern Weddell Sea. The magnitude range for 3D models (Fig. 7f and S12f) is largest776

south of the Ronne Ice Shelf and on the coast east of the Ross Ice Shelf. These areas have better777

GNSS coverage than areas that display large uncertainty in the vertical component of GIA (cf. Fig778

9), raising the possibility that significant insight can be gained by comparing GIA predictions with779
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horizontal GNSS velocities. Across most of Antarctica, the range of the horizontal GIA predictions780

is similar to the magnitude of the horizontal GNSS uncertainty (or rather the combined uncertainty781

of the elastic component and GNSS). Among the 1D models, the directions of velocities in East782

Antarctica do not significantly differ. The range of directions is larger in West Antarctica, with the783

greatest differences seen along the coast of the Amundsen Sea and in the region of the Ronne Ice784

Shelf. As for Europe and North America, the near-best 3D models show a much larger range of785

directions than the near-best 1D models. In some areas of East Antarctica and around the Ross Ice786

Shelf, the range of azimuths is well over 180◦. Overall, the group of near-best 3D GIA models787

has larger uncertainty in both the magnitude and direction of horizontal GIA compared with the788

near-best 1D GIA models. It is worth noting that the magnitudes of the near-best 3D GIA models789

are smaller than those of the near-best 1D GIA models, likely due to the assumption of low mantle790

viscosity beneath West Antarctica in the 3D GIA models, which promotes more rapid relaxation791

towards equilibrium. Among the group of near-best 1D models, all of them are based on ICE-792

6G, whereas among the near-best 3D models, they are based on ICE-6G (4 models) and W12 (2793

models).794

The best 1D GIA model in the horizontal component for Antarctica is 6G 71p85 and the best795

3D GIA model is 6G S dry 4mm. Figures 8 (e) and (f) show residual horizontal velocities in796

Antarctica (GIA, PMM and elastic deformation removed from the GNSS velocity field) for these797

models. The residual magnitudes are similar for the two models (see also Fig. S13), showing values798

mostly below 1 mm/yr in East Antarctica and up to 4.1 mm/yr in West Antarctica. Around 80◦S,799

some sites show significantly larger residual magnitudes for the 3D model than for the 1D model.800

Both models show the largest residuals at the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula and on the coast by the801

Amundsen Sea, likely due to the fact that post-2 ka ice mass change in these regions (Nield et al.802

2012, 2014; Barletta et al. 2018) is not represented in the ice history models used here. Among803

the residuals at the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula (0.5-4.0 mm/yr), the larger residuals also have804

large horizontal GNSS uncertainties, and they point in the same direction for both the 1D and805

the 3D model. In general, the directions of the residual velocities for the 1D and 3D models are806

similar. Along the Transantarctic Mountains, on the Ross Sea coast, we find the smallest horizontal807
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GNSS uncertainties in Antarctica but also the smallest residuals, with magnitudes of mostly up to808

0.6 mm/yr and 0.4 mm/yr for the best 1D and 3D model, respectively. There is a tendency for809

the residuals of the best 3D model to be slightly smaller in this region. The best 3D GIA model810

predicts horizontal velocities pointing towards the Ross Sea, opposite to the best 1D model and811

the expected direction of deformation (which is outwards from the centre of the Last Glacial812

Maximum ice load). This surprising result may be explained by the findings of Hermans et al.813

(2018), who show that the direction of horizontal GIA velocities may point towards or away from814

a previously glaciated region, depending on the mantle viscosity.815

The uncertainty of GNSS measurements across Antarctica varies, from below 0.5 mm/yr to816

over 2 mm/yr. The correction that must be applied to account for the elastic response to contem-817

porary ice mass change is also subject to uncertainty. Given these issues, and the fact that the total818

number of Antarctic sites in our network is only 55, it remains challenging to use GNSS to test819

GIA models here.820
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Figure 8. Residual horizontal velocity field at GNSS sites after removing plate motion and GIA using the
best GIA model in the horizontal component (left column: best 1D GIA model, right column: best 3D
GIA model) according to MADs for the respective region (top Europe, middle North America, bottom
Antarctica). Note that for Antarctica the elastic rebound correction is also removed. The GNSS horizontal
uncertainties are colour coded by magnitude according to the legends.
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5 DISCUSSION821

5.1 The effect of GIA on plate motion model estimates822

It is common to empirically estimate geodetic PMMs using a surface velocity field. However,823

horizontal surface velocities observed by GNSS do not only reflect plate motion, with the second-824

most influential contributor away from plate boundaries being GIA. Ideally, after correcting the825

GNSS surface velocity field using a GIA model, we should obtain a PMM free of GIA. However,826

in reality, GIA model imperfections will affect the PMM estimate. We have sought to minimise827

the effect of GIA on PMM estimates and we have focused our analysis on a suite of near-best GIA828

models.829

As a result of our outlier analysis (section 3.2.3), some sites in the northernmost part of North830

America were excluded in nearly all our PMM estimates. This is unfortunate because it is an area831

sparsely covered by GNSS sites and it means that across a large portion of the tectonic plate,832

the PMM estimate is not well constrained. The most likely reason that these sites were excluded833

is because the GIA models do not accurately estimate GIA-related motion in this region. Even834

after correcting for GIA, the site velocities were flagged as outliers when seeking to fit a PMM.835

This may be either because the plate model could not fit the residual horizontal velocities well or836

because the residual vertical motion was too large.837

We have followed a similar approach to Booker et al. (2014) in creating PMMs. Booker et al.838

(2014) created a GNSS velocity field from IGS repro1 GNSS solutions aligned to the ITRF2005839

reference frame and corrected it using two GIA models. In addition to our use of a more accurate840

and more dense GNSS velocity field, the results obtained here are superior to the ones from Booker841

et al. (2014) in terms of the uncertainty of the Euler vector estimates (cf. Fig. 6) and the number842

of GIA models considered. Booker et al. (2014) corrected their GNSS velocity field using only843

two 1D GIA models (those of Schotman et al. (2008), using a modified ICE3G ice history) and844

a null model. They found very little variation in their estimated Euler poles, corresponding to845

less than ±1 mm/yr difference in computed plate velocities at GNSS sites. They also noted that846

the goodness of fit at GNSS sites improved in the vertical component with the introduction of847
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both GIA models, but not in the horizontal. This may be because the Schotman et al. (2008) GIA848

models predict relatively small horizontal GIA velocities, due to the use of a flat Earth model, and849

hence applying the GIA correction had little effect on the horizontal GNSS velocities. Booker et al.850

(2014) suggest extending their analysis to include 3D GIA models. In our study, we show that the851

residual velocity fields created with a new suite of GIA models, including 3D GIA models, can852

improve the horizontal goodness of fit and influence the estimated Euler poles and plate velocities.853

Taking the published ITRF2014 PMM (Altamimi et al. 2017) as a reference, our 3D GIA854

PMMs result in Euler poles closer to the ITRF2014 PMM Euler poles than the 1D GIA PMMs.855

The ITRF2014 PMM approach sought to minimise the effect of GIA by excluding sites with856

vertical velocities ≥0.75 mm/yr. The fact that our 3D GIA PMM Euler pole estimates (which857

consider sites in GIA regions) are close to the ITRF2014 PMM Euler pole estimates (which do858

not consider sites in GIA regions) indicates that the 3D GIA models used here provide a fairly859

accurate representation of the GIA motion that can contaminate PMM estimates.860

In Antarctica, plate velocities derived using the ITRF2014 PMM are more similar to those861

of our 1D GIA PMMs than our 3D GIA PMMs. However, Altamimi et al. (2017) used sites in862

Antarctica regardless of whether they are in GIA-affected regions, and they did not apply a GIA863

correction. This, coupled with the small number of sites used, means that Antarctic tectonic plate864

motion in the ITRF2014 PMM is likely to be significantly affected by GIA.865

Both our GIA-corrected PMMs and the ITRF2014 PMM may be considered to be affected by866

errors related to GIA, the former due to the choice of GIA model, the latter due to the methods867

used to exclude sites in GIA regions. The ITRF2014 PMM approach only excluded sites based on868

a vertical velocity threshold. This led to sites being retained in the regions surrounding areas of869

former ice loading, where GIA significantly affects the horizontal velocity field. Thus, while an870

agreement of our GIA PMMs with the ITRF2014 PMM can be taken as a heuristic quality measure,871

our GIA PMMs are preferred because the GIA effect is treated more rigorously. The method we872

have used allows us to include sites in GIA regions when estimating PMMs. Our results indicate873

that using a new suite of GIA models to correct for GIA allows us to use a larger data set when874
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estimating PMMs, including sites in GIA-affected areas that were omitted from previous analysis875

because they were insufficiently well described by GIA models.876

The significant variability in the Euler vectors and plate velocities associated with our GIA877

PMMs shows that there can be significant GIA-related horizontal motion which might be absorbed878

into the plate motion model if left uncorrected, even in areas that could be considered to be outside879

of GIA regions. A comparable result was found by Klemann et al. (2008). Unlike this study, where880

we estimate absolute PMMs from three-dimensional GNSS velocity fields where GIA has been881

removed, Klemann et al. (2008) calculated the apparent incremental rotation of tectonic plates882

induced by modelled GIA, considering both 1D and 3D Earth models. Their results indicate that883

GIA has a non-negligible effect on models of plate motion, even when considering sites at some884

distance from formerly glaciated areas, in agreement with our findings. This may be due to the885

fact that GIA models permit horizontal stresses to be transmitted long distances through the elastic886

lithosphere without dissipating, or it may be related to the drag exerted by the relaxing mantle on887

the base of the lithosphere. Both factors mean that GIA has a relatively coherent, i.e. plate-like,888

impact on far-field horizontal motion.889

5.2 GIA model uncertainty890

There is no consensus on how to compute the uncertainty of a GIA model. One approach is to891

calculate the misfit between a GIA model prediction and a set of observations. This study is an892

example of such an approach. However, misfits do not always reflect errors in the GIA model, other893

reasons for misfits include errors in the observations (in this case GNSS), and the presence of other894

geophysical processes contributing to vertical and horizontal deformation. Deriving reliable formal895

uncertainties for GIA models is a challenging task. Tarasov et al. (2012) attempt to quantify the896

uncertainty associated with the ice model component of a GIA model but they also note critical897

unquantified uncertainties associated with the climate forcing, deglacial ice margin chronology898

and Earth rheology.899

In a recent publication, Simon & Riva (2020) investigate four methods of estimating GIA un-900

certainties: (1) parameter variation, (2) residual analysis, (3) the use of a canonical ±20% value901
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and (4) (semi-)empirical estimation. They find that all four methods perform in a roughly consis-902

tent manner, making them all potentially suitable for uncertainty estimation. However, they find903

that the ±20% rule may underestimate uncertainties in the centre of former ice sheets and be inap-904

propriate for application in far-field regions and regional studies. They also find that the parameter905

variation method may be overly pessimistic for 1D GIA models and note that it would be difficult906

to apply to models that implement 3D Earth structure due to the larger number of free parameters.907

In this paper, the range of GIA predictions produced by our near-best models may be regarded908

as a measure of the uncertainty of the GIA models. This is comparable to a combination of the909

above-mentioned methods of Simon & Riva (2020): (1) parameter variation and (2) residual anal-910

ysis. Here, parameter variation is considered only for groups of “realistic” GIA models selected911

by validation with GNSS observations. Our method is comparable with that of Vestøl et al. (2019)912

who also use GNSS observations to help quantify GIA uncertainties. Specifically, Vestøl et al.913

(2019) compare the output from 11,025 different GIA models with GNSS uplift rates and precise914

levelling, and compute the standard deviation of a subset of 21 “good” GIA models.915

We formed groups of near-best models, separately considering 1D and 3D GIA models, as916

well as vertical and horizontal velocity components (Table 2 and Tables A2 –A5). The near-best917

models are chosen based on their MAD values, and the variation of models within these groups918

is considered to be an indication of uncertainty in the GIA estimate. Simon & Riva (2020) state919

that the disadvantage of the parameter variation approach is that it may give unrealistically large920

uncertainty estimates, particularly in load centres, and that the selection of which parameters to921

vary is itself subject to uncertainty. The advantage of the approach taken in the present paper is that922

the group of GIA models is also validated against empirical data. It is important to stress, however,923

that our approach does not provide a formal statistical measure of GIA modelling uncertainty.924

Quantification of GIA uncertainty is important because when estimating surface mass change925

from satellite gravity missions, such as GRACE and GRACE Follow-On, the GIA signal com-926

ponent must be accounted for (e.g. King et al. (2012a); Velicogna & Wahr (2013); Caron et al.927

(2018)). The uncertainty associated with the GIA signal contributes to the uncertainty of the sur-928

face mass change estimates. This is particularly interesting for Antarctica, which is still covered in929
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Figure 9. The uncertainty of GIA models in Antarctica in mm/yr of equivalent water height (EWH).

ice. In order to estimate present-day ice mass changes from gravity, the gravity change caused by930

GIA-related deformation must be removed. The range of vertical GIA predictions for our near-best931

(3D) GIA models in Antarctica can be interpreted as an uncertainty measure of GIA across Antarc-932

tica, and Fig. 9 shows these uncertainties expressed in mm/yr equivalent water height (EWH). In933

this estimate, the rock density is taken to be 3700 kg/m3 (Wahr et al. (2000), Riva et al. (2009)).934

The uncertainty associated with GIA reaches several mm/yr EWH across most of Antarctica. The935

largest uncertainties are found in the area of the Ronne Ice Shelf (up to 18 mm/yr EWH), inland936

of Dronning Maud Land, East Antarctica (up to 14 mm/yr EWH) and at the grounding line of the937

Ross Ice Shelf (up to 12 mm/yr EWH).938

The GIA vertical predictions can also be expressed as an equivalent annual mass change value939

for the whole region, which can be interpreted as the GIA contribution to observed annual mass940

change from the GRACE (and Follow-On) missions. We consider Antarctica as a whole (Antarctic941

Ice Sheet, AIS) and divided into three areas: the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS), East Antarctic942
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Ice Sheet (EAIS) and Antarctic Peninsula (AP). We use the boundaries defined by Zwally et al.943

(2012) and account for the smoothing required when interpreting GRACE data by applying a 400944

km Gaussian filter and extending each area with a buffer zone of 200 km. The contribution of GIA945

to annual mass change for each ice sheet area is quantified using each of our near-best 3D GIA946

models. There is no group of near-best 1D GIA models because, for the vertical component, none947

of the 1D GIA models had a smaller MAD value than the null-GIA case. The results are listed948

in Table 5. Over the AIS, depending on which GIA model from the group of near-best models949

is used, the predicted GIA contribution to observed annual mass change ranges from -3.26 Gt/yr950

to 22.11 Gt/yr (cf. Table 5). As mentioned in section 3.3.2, near-best models are nearly as good951

as the best model and the best model cannot be distinguished from the near-best models in the952

sense that any of them could have been the best model if a different GNSS dataset had been used.953

However, statistically 5G S wet 1mm is shown to be the best among them. Values from this model954

can be used to represent the contribution of GIA to mass change in each of the domains considered,955

while the range of predictions among the near-best models (far-right column Table 5) represents956

the uncertainty of the GIA models. The uncertainty for the whole of the AIS is equivalent to ∼25957

Gt/yr.958

Shepherd et al. (2018) analyse the mass balance of Antarctica for the 1992-2017 period using a959

range of satellite observations. They find ice-mass change rates of 5 ±46 Gt/yr for the EAIS, −94960

±27 Gt/yr for the WAIS, and −20±15 Gt/yr for the AP. For the whole of Antarctica, Shepherd961

et al. (2018) find a rate of −109 ±56 Gt/yr. Using ten GIA models that cover all of Antarctica,962

they find that the GIA-induced mass change estimates are in relatively good agreement, ranging963

from 12 Gt/yr to 81 Gt/yr, with a mean value of 56 Gt/yr. Their low-end estimate of 12 Gt/yr is964

based on the only model in their study that accounts for lateral variations in Earth rheology, and965

thus it is the most comparable to our estimates in Table 5, which are also based on 3D GIA model966

outputs.967

The GIA model uncertainties (ranges) that we report in Table 5 are approximately half the968

value of the ice mass change uncertainties reported in Shepherd et al. (2018), with the exception969

of the AP where our values are approximately a third of theirs. Gunter et al. (2014) report mass970
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Table 5. GIA contribution to annual mass change in Antarctica using each of the near-best GIA models,
and the uncertainty (range) in mass change due to GIA. Shown for the WAIS, EAIS, AP and Antarctica as
a whole (AIS). GIA models with smallest to largest MAD values are listed from left to right. All values are
in Gt/yr.

Gt/yr 5G S wet 1mm W12 SL dry 1mm W12 SL wet 1mm 6G SL wet 1mm
Range of

mass change
estimates

WAIS 3.52 17.38 1.99 2.47 15.39
EAIS 14.63 1.45 -4.98 19.89 24.86
AP 0.86 4.48 0.44 0.72 4.04
AIS 17.54 15.96 -3.26 22.11 25.37

change estimate uncertainties which fall between the value of ours and those of Shepherd et al.971

(2018). The above may indicate that our results contribute to a narrowing of GIA-related uncertain-972

ties in GRACE mass estimates for Antarctica. However, Shepherd et al. (2018)’s and Gunter et al.973

(2014)’s confidence limits reflect total uncertainty (which also accounts for other error sources)974

unlike ours which only reflect GIA-related uncertainty, so it is unsurprising that our values are975

lower.976

The range of velocity azimuths predicted by a suite of GIA models (Fig. 7) represents the977

uncertainty in the direction of GIA-related horizontal deformation. In each of our three regions of978

interest (Europe, North America and Antarctica), the range of azimuths for the near-best 3D GIA979

models is larger than the range of azimuths for the near-best 1D GIA models. The near-best 1D980

GIA models in the horizontal component are all based on ICE-6G, whereas among the near-best981

3D GIA models, there is a larger variety in ice models. To investigate whether the larger variation982

in horizontal azimuths among the 3D GIA models, compared with the 1D GIA models, is due to983

different ice models, the azimuths were also inspected for a subset of near-best 3D GIA models984

created using the same ice model. A large range of azimuths was still observed, suggesting that985

the predicted horizontal velocities are very sensitive to lateral variations in mantle viscosity, in986

agreement with Kaufmann et al. (2005).987

5.3 GIA and PMM model fit to the GNSS velocity field988

In this study we seek an optimum global GIA model which, when combined with its accompa-989

nying plate motion model, best explains the global surface velocity field as determined by GNSS990

observations. Considering the 117 GIA models investigated in this study, the best global 3D GIA991
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model for each velocity component has a smaller plate-weighted MAD than the best 1D GIA992

model for that component (cf. Table 1). In the horizontal component for the global case, none of993

the 1D GIA models are better than the null-GIA case, whereas multiple 3D GIA models are better994

than the null-GIA case in both horizontal and vertical components. This suggests that 3D Earth995

structure is important when seeking to replicate the global horizontal velocity field. In Antarctica,996

none of the 1D GIA models fit the GNSS vertical velocity field better than the null-GIA case,997

whereas several 3D GIA models show an improvement of the fit. In North America and Europe,998

the 1D GIA models give a better fit in the vertical component than the 3D GIA models. One of the999

reasons for this could be the fact that the ice models used here were developed assuming 1D Earth1000

structure.1001

Kierulf et al. (2014) investigate the fit of vertical and horizontal GIA model predictions to1002

GNSS velocities in Fennoscandia using an alternative approach where they express the GNSS ve-1003

locities in a so-called “GIA reference frame”. They transform the GNSS velocities to a reference1004

frame defined by each GIA model using a four-parameter similarity transformation, where only1005

the three elements of the rotation matrix and the scale rate parameter are estimated. The disad-1006

vantage of their method is that it introduces more degrees of freedom, might increase uncertainty,1007

and potentially masks large scale systematic GIA model biases. Compared to a traditional ap-1008

proach, where the reference frame is fixed and rigid plate motion is removed, the advantage of1009

their method is that it avoids the influence of errors in scale, rotation, geocentre position, and plate1010

motion on the comparison between the GNSS velocity field and the GIA model. However, their1011

approach can only be applied in regional studies within one tectonic plate since it would otherwise1012

be contaminated by rigid plate motion. In the present study, the residual velocities for each GIA1013

model are compared without contamination by an external PMM and after correcting for frame1014

origin differences. A set of PMMs is estimated from a bespoke GNSS surface velocity field cor-1015

rected with a set of GIA models. Differences in reference frame origins, rigid plate motion and the1016

GNSS network are taken into consideration. Therefore, our approach is an alternative to the “GIA1017

reference frame” approach of Kierulf et al. (2014) and we expect it to be able to better constrain1018

and test global GIA models.1019
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6 CONCLUSIONS1020

We created a global surface velocity field, “NCL20”, using time series of reprocessed GNSS mea-1021

surements. The GNSS velocity field was corrected for GIA using a suite of GIA models and used1022

to estimate global plate motion models. We used a set of 1D and 3D GIA models which has not1023

previously been compared with horizontal GNSS rates. Each global PMM was used to estimate1024

plate velocities and differences in frame origins (β′), and the related GIA model predictions were1025

removed from the GNSS velocity field to obtain a residual velocity field (Fig. 1 summarises our1026

approach). The residual velocity field was used to validate the GIA models. Obtaining the velocity1027

field and estimating plate models has been carried out with thorough attention to error sources and1028

the exclusion of outliers. Unlike regional model-data comparisons where relatively simple meth-1029

ods can be applied to remove errors due to the reference frame, this study offers a global approach.1030

The GNSS networks are well-aligned to the ITRF2014 reference frame and the variations of ref-1031

erence frame origins between the different velocities (GIA, GNSS and plate velocities) are taken1032

into account in the PMM estimates and the computation of the residuals.1033

A set of PMMs was created using both the raw GNSS velocity field (GNSS-only PMM) and1034

the surface velocity field corrected with various GIA predictions (1D GIA PMMs and 3D GIA1035

PMMs). From these PMMs, a subset of “near-best” PMMs and their associated GIA models was1036

further analysed. The best and near-best GIA models are chosen according to their MAD (Median1037

Absolute Deviation) values, and the ranking of the PMM is based on the ranking of the GIA model1038

that was used in estimating that PMM. Our work resulted in the following conclusions:1039

• Our network combination method has enabled the creation of a dense global velocity field1040

with improved coverage in the GIA affected regions of North America, Europe and Antarctica1041

(compared to, e.g. Booker et al. (2014), the IGS network (Rebischung et al. 2016) or the ITRF1042

network (Altamimi et al. 2016)).1043

• It is shown that using an extensive set of 1D and 3D GIA models facilitates the estimation of1044

a PMM from a larger and therefore more robust GNSS data set, compared with previous global1045

PMM estimates where sites in GIA regions had to be removed.1046

• GIA-related horizontal motion may be incorporated into plate motion if left uncorrected.1047
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This can significantly influence plate velocities on the millimetre level. This is important for North1048

America and Europe which have areas that are affected by GIA, and especially Antarctica where1049

almost the entire plate is affected by GIA.1050

• Compared with the 1D GIA PMMs, our 3D GIA PMM Euler poles are located closer to the1051

ITRF2014 PMM Euler poles (derived by excluding sites in GIA regions). This suggests that 3D1052

GIA models may be better than 1D GIA models at correcting for horizontal GIA motion, which can1053

bias PMM estimates. We note that GIA PMMs and the ITRF2014 PMM may both be considered1054

to be affected by errors related to GIA, the former due to the choice of GIA model, the latter due1055

to the methods used to exclude sites in GIA regions. Still, the agreement of a GIA PMM with the1056

ITRF2014 PMM can be taken as an indication that the GIA model provides a reasonable estimate1057

of GIA at sites excluded in the ITRF2014 PMM. An advantage of our approach is that GIA is1058

treated rigorously, considering both the horizontal and vertical components of deformation.1059

• Our PMM estimates for Antarctica in this paper include ∼8 times more sites than the ITRF20141060

PMM and also result in a significant reduction of the Euler vector uncertainty (formal error) for1061

this plate.1062

• When validating GIA models with GNSS observations, jointly seeking a GIA model-PMM1063

combination that minimises the residual surface velocity field is preferable to using a (pre-existing)1064

PMM, which may be contaminated by GIA. Additionally, the joint estimation takes into consider-1065

ation differences in frame origins between the GIA model, GNSS network, and rigid plate motion1066

model, further improving the residuals.1067

• The globally best-fitting PMM estimated here (Table 3), is a state-of-the-art geodetic PMM1068

which may be used in other studies that seek to investigate tectonic plate motion or require correc-1069

tion for plate motion.1070

• The subsets of suitable GIA models presented here, i.e. the near-best models (cf. Tables A21071

–A5), may be used in crustal deformation studies where a correction for GIA is required. Further-1072

more, the ranges of the GIA model predictions selected here may be interpreted as a measure of1073

GIA model uncertainty, and can contribute to error budgeting.1074

• In each of the three regions of interest (Europe, North America and Antarctica), the range of1075
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azimuths of near-best 3D GIA models is larger than the range of azimuths of near-best 1D GIA1076

models.1077

• The range of Antarctic vertical motions encompassed by the allowable (i.e. near-best) GIA1078

models is equivalent to a range of Antarctic mass changes from -3 Gt/yr to 23 Gt/yr. This range1079

is smaller than the confidence limits of some present-day mass balance estimates and represents1080

a lower bound on the likely uncertainty associated with the GIA correction that must be applied1081

when using gravimetry to estimate ice mass balance.1082
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APPENDIX A: ESTIMATING A SURFACE VELOCITY FIELD1331

A1 Input GNSS networks1332

The solutions we used are the operational solutions from the stated IGS Analysis Centres (ACs,1333

cf. section 2.1) and the solutions from the IGS repro2 campaign. The end dates of repro2 generally1334

correspond to the time when an AC updated their operational processing to repro2 standards (Grif-1335

fiths 2019). From GPS week 1832 (February 2015), the IGS officially switched their operational1336

solutions to using the same antenna calibrations and analysis methods as in repro2; the exact GPS1337

weeks for individual ACs are shown in Fig. A1. From GPS week 1934 (29th January 2017), the1338

IGS has switched to using different antenna calibrations (igs14.atx), hence for consistency, the1339

time series in our solution ends there.1340
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Figure A1. Global IGS ACs (bottom) and regional ACs (top) used in the present network combination and
their respective time spans. Numbers associated with a shift in the timeline denote the week for which the
AC finished their repro2 analysis and started processing operational solutions in the same way. ANT data
span exhibits a large data gap of ∼2 years from 2010 to 2012.

A2 Network combination1341

The network combination is performed using the Newcastle University-developed reference frame1342

combination software Tanya (Davies 1997; Lavallée 2006; Booker 2012).1343
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A2.1 Deconstraining1344

When solving for coordinate parameters in a geodetic network, additional constraint information1345

is added to the observations to define the network’s reference system parameters (Davies 1997).1346

The daily epoch solutions from the ACs introduced in section A1 are provided as constrained1347

solutions, and in this paper we deconstrained them to obtain free-network solutions. Free-network1348

solutions are independent of an external reference frame and AC-specific constraining techniques,1349

which makes them more suitable for creating a combined network. In Tanya, deconstraining is1350

performed in the stochastic domain, in two steps: (1) removing constraints stated in the given a1351

priori solution and (2) removing unstated minimum constraints (Davies & Blewitt 2000).1352

A2.2 Combining and aligning epoch solutions1353

We combined multiple epoch solutions and aligned them to the ITRF2014 reference frame. Align-1354

ing here means estimating transformation parameters between a network and a reference network1355

through a chosen set of mutual sites and applying the estimated transformation parameters to the1356

former network, in order to express it in the reference frame of the latter one. To express each1357

combined daily solution in the ITRF2014 reference frame (i.e. align each combined daily solu-1358

tion to ITRF2014), a reference network in the respective epoch and reference frame is needed.1359

The reference networks for alignment were obtained by propagating the ITRF2014-IGS kinematic1360

solution to the epochs of the daily solutions in the time series. A kinematic solution contains po-1361

sitions for a specific epoch in time and velocities for determining positions in any later epoch.1362

To propagate ITRF2014-IGS to the desired epoch, appropriate sets of positions, velocities and1363

variance-covariance matrices (VCMs) valid for the respective epoch need to be chosen. Once we1364

chose the appropriate parameters, we computed the position of the site in ITRF2014-IGS at the rel-1365

evant epoch. In the most simple case of a kinematic solution with linear velocity, the position in the1366

propagation epoch is computed using the velocity and the time difference between the reference1367

and propagation epoch, according to:1368

Xt = X0 + Ẋ ·∆t, (A.1)1369
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where X0 is the position of a site at reference epoch t0, Xt is the position of a site at time t, ∆t is1370

the time that passed since the reference epoch t0 until t and Ẋ is the linear velocity of the site. For1371

sites for which Post Seismic Deformation (PSD) models (Altamimi et al. 2016) are available, the1372

non-linear site displacement caused by post-seismic relaxation is also computed and the position1373

is corrected for it.1374

Global epoch network solutions are combined in an iterative process creating combined global1375

networks. Due to computational costs, regional solutions are later attached to the combined global1376

solutions. Once the global solutions are deconstrained, a Block Scaling Factor (BSF) is applied to1377

their VCMs. This determines the influence that each network has on the final combined solution.1378

We apply it because the relative scaling of the input AC network VCMs is not always correct1379

(Davies & Blewitt 2000), some ACs may state overly optimistic or overly pessimistic VCMs of1380

their solutions in comparison to the other ACs. The BSFs were determined empirically through1381

consecutive daily network combinations with the idea of following long-term trends in AC net-1382

works’ matrix scaling and solution performance (Davies 1997).1383

In the usual Tanya network combination, sites are included only if they appear in three or more1384

AC solutions. This was changed in the present study to provider a denser network suitable for1385

testing GIA models, by including any site which is processed by at least one of the ACs in the1386

combined network. The global networks were combined within the least-squares framework using1387

the step-by-step least squares method (e.g. Cross 1992). Reduced normal equations are formed1388

and outliers are removed using data snooping (Baarda 1968). The normal equations are stacked1389

(summed) and solved, giving a loose combined global daily network.1390

Finally, each loose combined network was aligned to ITRF2014 using a 7-parameter Helmert1391

transformation between the loose daily combined network and the ITRF2014 network propagated1392

to the corresponding day. We estimated the Helmert parameters in an iterative process. Thus, an1393

automatic procedure was introduced to exclude sites that show inconsistencies between the epoch1394

solutions and the propagated ITRF2014, which would distort the network through suboptimal1395

Helmert transformation parameters.1396

The estimated Helmert parameters were then applied to all the sites in the network. This trans-1397
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Figure A2. WRMS of the post-fit residuals of the alignment of the combined global network to ITRF2014

forms the combined daily network solution reference frame into ITRF2014. The Weighted Root1398

Mean Square Error (WRMS) of the alignment of the combined network with ITRF2014-IGS is1399

∼2.5 mm on average. The time series is shown in Fig. A2.1400

A2.3 Network combination discussion1401

The operational solutions for GPS weeks 1832-1933 (15th February 2015 – 28thJanuary 2017)1402

use equivalent GNSS processing standards to repro2. We computed the WRMS of the operational1403

Newcastle University GNAAC solutions (using the previous version of Tanya with alignment to1404

ITRF2008 reference frame; obtained from the IGS report archive at https://lists.igs.org/pipermail/igsreport/).1405

That combination differs from the one in this paper in the reference frame and network combina-1406

tion methodology, but uses the same input AC solutions. We then compared the WRMS values of1407

the two solutions (Fig. A2) in their overlapping period (GPS weeks 1832-1933). We found that the1408

solutions from this paper reduce the WRMS by 57% on average (from 8.0 mm to 3.5 mm).1409

Each of the daily regional solutions is deconstrained as described above and the loose solution1410

is aligned to the global combined solution at each day. EUR, NMT and ANT are aligned to the1411

combined global solution directly. To increase the number of common sites for network alignment,1412

we aligned the Fennoscandian and Baltic networks (BAL, FIN, SWE, NOR) to EUR, which we1413
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had previously aligned to the combined solution. The Helmert parameters are estimated in an1414

iterative process as for the global solutions. Finally we obtain a global set of daily positions in1415

ITRF2014 reference frame. The sites have time spans of up to 20 years (Fig. A1).1416

A3 Velocity estimation1417

For the velocity estimation, we used the Median Interannual Difference Adjusted for Skewness1418

(MIDAS), a trend estimator introduced by Blewitt et al. (2016). MIDAS is based on the Theil-Sen1419

(Theil 1950; Sen 1968) estimator. In the case of coordinate time series, the ordinary Theil-Sen is1420

defined as the median of slopes between all possible pairs of data. MIDAS restricts the pairs to1421

those separated by one year, which mitigates seasonality and minimizes the fraction of pairs that1422

span discontinuities.1423

In the original MIDAS algorithm, if for a certain position record in the time series, a suitable1424

pair is not found which is exactly one year apart, the next available position record is taken regard-1425

less of how far apart in time they are. Here, we enhanced the MIDAS algorithm by additionally1426

including a tolerance value for the deviation from one year. In our version, if two data points1427

separated by exactly one year cannot be found, the algorithm searches for a pair that is within a1428

“tolerance value” before or after the one year difference. We tested tolerance values of 1 week to1429

4 weeks, with the upper limit chosen to avoid seasonal signals. We found that the difference in1430

velocity estimates with 1 week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks and 4 weeks tolerance value is lower than the1431

uncertainty estimate and finally chose 4 weeks to maximise the amount of usable data.1432

A3.1 Time series analysis1433

The MIDAS trend estimator works on one velocity component at a time and therefore cannot1434

take into consideration any correlation between the coordinate components (Blewitt et al. 2016).1435

To mitigate the correlation between components when estimating the trend, we do this in the1436

topocentric East-North-Up (ENU) reference system which by the nature of GNSS is far less cor-1437

related than the geocentric (XYZ) components. For each site we compute coordinate differences1438

of positions with respect to a reference position (chosen to be the median of all positions in the1439
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site’s time series) and convert these coordinate differences and their uncertainties to the ENU sys-1440

tem. Before estimating the trend, we performed a three-step refining and filtering of the sites and1441

individual positions’ records, as follows:1442

(i) Exclude sites in high tectonic strain areas1443

(ii) Exclude position records with high position uncertainties1444

(iii) Examine position records which show anomalies1445

(1) Sites in high tectonic strain areas are excluded because they would contaminate the GIA and1446

rigid plate motion study. The sites in high and low tectonic strain areas were selected using the1447

Global Strain Rate Model (Kreemer et al. 2014) by interpolating the strain values to our network1448

sites and choosing only sites where the second invariant of the strain tensor was smaller than 0.11449

microstrains. Additionally, sites which are within 100 km of high tectonic strain areas are ex-1450

cluded. Fig. A3 shows the resulting sites in low tectonic strain areas.1451

(2) MIDAS uses the median to estimate the trend which means that it does not take into consid-1452

eration the formal errors of individual positions. By visual inspection of the spread of position1453

uncertainties, we consider position records to be reliable for velocity estimation when σE and σN1454

are within 10 mm and σU is within 15 mm, as the large majority of records lie well within these1455

values.1456

(3) Within the remaining data in the time series, we exclude the records of coordinate differences1457

(with respect to the reference position) larger than 100 m, as these only appear as a small number1458

of individual records (maximum 20 daily records per site in entire time series) that cannot repre-1459

sent a step discontinuity but only outliers. We then investigate the coordinate differences between1460

1 m and 100 m which could not be due to any credible long term displacement. We found that1461

nearly all sites have less than 0.01% of such records per site, which are easily detected as out-1462

liers by the MIDAS median estimator in the trend estimate. The remaining sites (namely AUS1,1463

SMM1, SMM2) which have a large proportion of records with coordinate differences between 1 m1464

and 100 m were analysed manually and remained in the dataset at this step.1465

We estimated site velocities for each of the networks - the global combined network and the1466

aligned regional networks. We gave priority to higher-order networks when a site was estimated1467
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Figure A3. Tectonic plate boundaries from Bird (2003) and sites in low tectonic strain areas

in multiple networks, e.g. a global network site estimate is prioritised over a regional network site1468

estimate, and EUREF sites over Fennoscandian and Baltic sites. The velocity field consists of 12181469

sites which are then further subjected to quality control.1470

A4 Excluding sites from the velocity field1471

To ensure that the velocity field is not biased by multiple site estimates in a small area, we removed1472

such duplicate sites. Sites which are within 100 m are likely to be the same site, but situated on1473

different monuments. We selected groups of sites that are within 100 m radius from each other1474

and merged them if their velocities were similar. The merged site gets a new name, i.e. a new1475

four-character SITE ID code, starting with the first three characters of the names of the merging1476

sites followed by“M”. If the velocities within 100 m were not similar, the site with the smallest1477

velocity uncertainty was chosen. Monuments are usually within tens of metres from each other.1478

Thus, if sites are more than 100 m and less than 5 km from each other, this is likely not the same1479

site and in that case, we chose the site with the smallest velocity uncertainty.1480

To remove outliers, i.e. sites which seem to show movements that are beyond what could be1481
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Figure A4. Remaining (blue) and excluded (red) sites depending on whether the site velocities are larger
than the threshold based on the GIA range and GNSS uncertainty. See text for details.

explained by any natural long term tectonic or GIA displacement, we chose a threshold based on1482

the overall range of GIA models at that site. The threshold for the vertical component is the sum of1483

(1) the range of GIA models vertical predictions plus (2) an additional 50% of the range as a safety1484

measure, plus (3) the 3σ formal uncertainty of the GNSS velocity component. The threshold for1485

the horizontal component is the sum of (1) maximum horizontal velocity magnitude from the range1486

of GIA models plus (2) an additional 50% of that value, plus (3) the 3σ formal uncertainty of the1487

horizontal speed determined by GNSS. Before considering the horizontal threshold, a preliminary1488

plate motion model estimated from GNSS velocities using the method outlined in section 3.2 was1489

subtracted. Any site with a velocity larger than the threshold is considered to entail velocities that1490

cannot contribute to the study of plate motion and GIA. In this step, 47 sites are excluded (Fig.1491

A4) which led to our final global GNSS velocity field.1492

APPENDIX B: “NEAR-BEST” GIA MODELS1493
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Table A2. Groups of near-best GIA models in Europe based on their MADs. The groups were formed by
considering all models with MADs better than the null-GIA case and within 0.1/0.2 mm/yr of the best model
for the horizontal and the vertical component, respectively (cf. section 3.3.2).

Groups of near-best models Europe

Vertical 1D 6G 71p320 Vertical 3D W12 SL dry 4mm
6G 71p310 5G SL dry 4mm
6G 96p320 6G SL dry 4mm
6G 96p55 5G S dry 4mm
W12 71p35 W12 S dry 4mm
6G 120p55 6G S dry 10mm
5G 71p35 5G S dry 10mm
6G 96p310 6G S dry 4mm
6G 96p35 W12 S dry 10mm
6G 96p520 W12 SL wet 10mm
6G 71p35 5G SL wet 10mm
6G 120p520 5G SL dry 10mm
6G 96p510 6G SL dry 10mm
6G 120p820 W12 SL dry 10mm
6G 120p510 W12 S dry 1mm
6G 120p810 W12 SL wet 4mm
6G 71p55 6G SL dry 1mm
5G 96p35 W12 SL dry 1mm
6G 120p85
5G 71p310
6G 120p320
W12 96p35
W12 71p310
6G 71p510
W12 120p35

Horizontal 1D 6G 96p310 Horizontal 3D 6G S dry 4mm
6G 96p35 5G S dry 4mm
6G 120p35 W12 S dry 4mm
6G 120p320 6G S dry 1mm
6G 120p310 6G SL dry 10mm
6G 96p320 5G S dry 1mm

W12 S dry 1mm
5G SL dry 10mm
W12 SL dry 10mm
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Table A3. Groups of near-best models in North America based on their MADs. The groups were formed as
in Table A2.

Groups of near-best models North America

Vertical 1D 6G 120p820 Vertical 3D 6G SL dry 10mm
6G 96p820 W12 S dry 10mm
6G 96p520 6G S dry 10mm
6G 120p520 5G S dry 10mm
6G 71p820 W12 SL dry 10mm
6G 120p810 5G SL dry 10mm

W12 S dry 4mm
6G S dry 4mm
5G S dry 4mm
6G S dry 1mm
6G SL dry 4mm
W12 SL dry 4mm
6G SL dry 1mm
5G SL dry 4mm
6G S wet 4mm
W12 S wet 10mm

Horizontal 1D 6G 120p810 Horizontal 3D 5G S dry 4mm
6G 120p520 W12 S dry 4mm
6G 120p85 W12 SL dry 4mm
6G 120p820 W12 SL dry 10mm
6G 120p510 5G SL dry 4mm
6G 96p520 5G SL dry 10mm
6G 96p85 6G S wet 4mm

5G SL dry 1mm
W12 SL dry 1mm
W12 S wet 4mm
5G S wet 10mm
6G S dry 4mm
5G S wet 4mm
6G SL dry 4mm
W12 S wet 10mm
6G S wet 10mm
6G SL dry 1mm
6G SL dry 10mm
6G SL wet 10mm
5G SL wet 4mm
W12 SL wet 4mm
W12 S wet 1mm
5G SL wet 10mm
6G SL wet 4mm
5G S wet 1mm
6G S wet 1mm
5G S dry 1mm
W12 SL wet 10mm
W12 S dry 1mm
6G S dry 1mm
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Table A4. Groups of near-best models in Antarctica based on their MADs. The groups were formed as in
Table A2.

Groups of near-best models Antarctica

Vertical 1D ∅ Vertical 3D 5G S wet 1mm
W12 SL dry 1mm
W12 SL wet 1mm
6G SL wet 1mm

Horizontal 1D 6G 71p85 Horizontal 3D 6G S dry 4mm
6G 96p820 6G SL dry 4mm
6G 71p55 6G SL wet 10mm
6G 120p85 W12 SL dry 1mm
6G 96p510 6G SL dry 1mm
6G 96p810 W12 S dry 4mm

Table A5. Groups of near-best models globally based on their MADs (when weighting by plate area is
applied). The groups were formed as in Table A2.

Groups of near-best models globally (plate weighted)

Vertical 1D 6G 120p820 Vertical 3D W12 SL dry 1mm
6G 120p320 W12 S dry 1mm
6G 120p520 6G S dry 1mm

6G SL dry 1mm
5G SL dry 1mm
W12 SL wet 4mm
6G SL wet 4mm
6G S wet 4mm
6G SL wet 1mm
5G S dry 1mm
W12 SL wet 1mm
W12 S wet 4mm
6G SL dry 4mm
6G SL wet 10mm
6G S wet 10mm
5G SL wet 1mm
5G SL wet 4mm
W12 SL wet 10mm

Horizontal 1D ∅ Horizontal 3D 6G SL wet 10mm
W12 S dry 4mm
6G S wet 10mm
6G SL dry 4mm
5G SL wet 10mm
5G SL dry 4mm
5G S wet 10mm
W12 SL wet 10mm
6G S dry 4mm
6G S wet 1mm
5G S wet 1mm
W12 S wet 1mm
W12 SL dry 1mm


